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EDITORIAL
Greetings to Elundini citizens! Please receive The Back of the 
Horizon second edition with more vigour and enthusiasm. This 
edition gives service delivery achievements for the outgoing 
Elundini Local Municipality Council (ELM) 2011-2016 term and 
all services that were delivered by government departments 
and other development agencies during this term. This 
edition also brags about young people who made this area of 
Elundini proud. As you navigate through this publication, read 
motivating stories of individuals who, against all odds made it 
and are proudly living their dreams. These individuals did not 
allow circumstances and background to define their future, to 
put it in Phelisa Mini’s words, who is the current Miss Junior 
Face of South Africa, “Follow your dreams and push with all your 
might and means to get what you want. Where there is a will 
there is a way.” The story of Phelisa has been experienced by 
other Elundinians like Zenande Funani who is World Miss Teen 
Commonwealth S.A. finalist; Amanda Mankayi-Sidzatane who 
is blossoming as the next big thing in the music industry and 
Nkosinathi Mankayi who has earned respect through his music 
in the continent.

Why “Back of the Horizon?”
The word “horizon” is derived from the Greek horizōn kyklos 
which means “separating circle” from the verb ὁρίζω horizō, 
which means “to divide” or “to separate”, and that from “ὅρος” 
(oros), “boundary, landmark.” The word “horizon” (or skyline) is the 
apparent line that separates earth from sky, the line that divides 
all visible directions into two categories: those that intersect 
the Earth’s surface, and those that do not. Very few people 
have insight of what is happening in the realm of the invisible 
except for those who live in it. This is the case with government 
services, many people do not know what government does 
due to less communication or no communication at all. When 
people do not see services coming to their communities they 
sometimes conclude that government is doing nothing and 
therefore the visible world becomes true. 

“Tell no lies and claim no easy victories” says Amilcar Cabral. 
This is the pay-off line for The Back of the Horizon. The Greek 
philosopher Socrates puts it this way “False words (lies) are not 
only evil in themselves but they infect the soul with evil.”  Lies 
are destructive, cause harm to other people but cause more 
harm and damage to the owner of lies. Lies demand to be 
consistently defended, so once a lie is told more lies must be 
told to protect the first lie. At some point in time one would 
be prepared to do anything to protect a lie and in that way 
lies would infect and poison the soul. William Shakespeare 
once said “The evil that men do live after them; the good 
is oft interred with their bones.” But the truth is pleasant; it 
brings freedom and healing to the soul. The truth feeds many 
with life and does not rest until it prevails. English poet John 
Milton articulates one of the best ways to deal with lies, “the 
best apology against false accusers is silence & sufferance; and 
honest deeds against dishonest words.” 

The aim of this publication is therefore to bring a true reflection 
of honest deeds of what the Council and government achieved 
in the past five years.

Sincere gratitude is expressed to all government departments, 
Joe Gqabi District Municipality and development agencies 
for their cooperation throughout this process of collating 
information. I hope you will enjoy seeing the work of your hands 
showcased to communities. It is time to brag and boast of your 
sweat and tears, sacrifices you made to serve communities 
and sleepless nights due anxiety of wanting to taste and see 
success in everything you touched. I also want to thank all my 
colleagues within ELM for their cooperation and understanding 
when we profusely hounded them even after work and 
weekends during the development of this publication. Lastly, 
I want to thank The Back Of the Horizon editorial team Vukile 
Matyeni, Anele Mboza, Masonwabe Mdingi and Nomakhulu 
Dingane for their hard work and allowing themselves to be 
pushed beyond the maximum.

To the citizens and our readers, may you experience the back 
of the horizon even in your own lives! May the invisible in your 
personal lives become visible! May your invisible dreams and 
wishes become visible and manifest physically. May things turn 
around for your good; may your mouth filled with laughter and 
your tongue with songs of joy; may the work of your hands 
provide for your needs, may you be happy and prosperous in 
all that you do; may your families be like a fruitful vine and olive 
trees around your table and may you be blessed and live to see 
your grandchildren. May you enjoy The Back of the Horizon.

Stay blessed.
Nkusie

Editor:  Nkusie
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ELM council has over the past five years experienced 
great development, cooperation calmness among 
the stakeholders. This has paved way for the Council 

to implement the IDP for the betterment of the people of 
this area. In the 22 years of democracy our government 
has worked tirelessly and made tremendous strides 
to reverse the inequalities that were brought by the 
apartheid government for more than three hundred 
years. ELM, as led by the African National Congress (ANC) 
which led the struggle against the divisive and oppressive 
government, has a good service delivery story to tell for 
the Council term of 2011-2016. ELM has come a long way 
from the turbulent waters that our service delivery ship 
had to voyage during the first Council, where, due to 
political instability it was difficult to even adopt a budget. 
It was difficult to even account for funds that were spent 
on service delivery but today things have changed and I 
am very proud to be associated with a municipality that 
has made a quantum leap and is now counted among 
the best in the Eastern Cape Province. 

The Auditor General’s opinion on our financial statements 
has been improving year by year for the better. Service 
delivery in the form of road construction, foot bridges, 
electrification, SMME development programmes, 
community training and development etc. are some 
of the things that we pride ourselves with. We also 
introduced a bursary where we have been financially 
assisting deserving students from our communities. This 
program has been running smoothly and has produced 
graduates some of whom have been given exposure 
work in the municipality. 

Let me thank the voting community of Elundini for having 
given ANC a mandate to continue with the program of 
changing the lives of the people of this area for the better. 
It my firm view that these communities will continue 
in August to trust the people’s movement and give it 
another five-year mandate to advance service delivery. 

They should always remember that all the power and 
local government is in their hands. I also want to thank the 
ANC itself for having mandated and tasked me and the 
leadership that I have been working with in the Council 
as we managed to share different expertise that each and 
every one of us have and contributed immensely to the 
development and unity we have enjoyed. We have also 
enjoyed great cooperation from the opposition parties in 
Council and in most cases no one could detect that our 
Council was a multi-party structure.

Our municipality is a rural municipality with no revenue 
base. We are dependent on government grants and 
considering the backlogs, we still have a long way to go. 
The communication through tools like this publication; 
community and stakeholder participation in planning 
and monitoring has assisted in creating a level ground 
for the implementation of programs. This publication is 
our report to you, the people of Elundini about the road 
we travelled together from 2011 to August 2016 when 
we will be bowing out as the Council giving way to the 
new Council that will come after the elections. As this 
Council we would like to borrow the words from the Bible 
in the book of John chapter 17:4 “Ndiwufezile umsebenzi 
obundinike ukuba ndiwenze.” Much as we do not pride 
ourselves like in the book of John, as we cannot complete 
the job in five years, we pride ourselves that we have made 
a mark and here is a publication that bears testimony and 
detailed evidence. Take time to read this publication and 
you will realise that despite the opportunistic negative 
propagandas, things happened, strides have been made 
and there is evidence in the Back of the Horizon

I thank you
N R Lengs

MAYOR’S CONVERSATION

Elundini Municipal Mayor, Her Worship Nonkongozelo Ruth Lengs



SPEAKER’S MESSAGE

The Elundini Municipal Council has, over the period 
been enjoying a high level stability and cooperation 
among all the political parties represented in council. 

This has been the result of the unity and eagerness that 
the community and all stakeholders have in seeing 
development of this area in all material respects.

The stakeholder and community involvement in planning, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation has been in 
the fore front of the council’s agenda for this period. To 
facilitate this, the council has established functioning 
ward committees in all wards whose members were 
elected by the communities and stakeholders through 
a democratic process. Other means of encouraging full 
participation saw the establishment of various forums that 
include Public participation forum where all councillors, 
traditional leaders, ward committee members, sector 
departments are members and information on service 
delivery is shared, the Local communicators forum, 
Local Aids Council etc. which are all aimed at wooing 
communities and stakeholders to participate and get 
correct information on government activities.

This booklet is a documented account by the council to the 
community about what the government has managed to 
achieve in improving their lives for the period from 2011 

to 2016.  As a government we acknowledge that a lot 
still needs to be done but we appeal to the communities 
to take stock and see for themselves that in deed a lot 
has been done. We cannot run away from the fact that 
our communities have been living in unacceptable 
conditions for years and are becoming impatient to wait 
but it should be borne in mind that ills of apartheid which 
this government has to take care off, originate from about 
300 years back our democracy is merely 22 years and yet 
lives have changed.

I appeal to the communities of Elundini to continue 
supporting the council and the government in its 
efforts of improving their lives. Forward your voices 
and suggestions through the platforms that have been 
created so that you take charge of your destiny and let 
us join hands building a leading rural municipality that 
delivers a better quality of life for its citizens.
Take time to go through this booklet and may be after 
that you will agree with us that a lot has been done and 
“together we can move Elundini forward”

Thank you

Elundini Local Municipality Speaker Honorable Mzukhona Bomela
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As we fold an illustrious term of the municipal 
Council which has been characterised by excellent 
and innovative approaches to service delivery, we 

are not oblivious to the socio economic challenges which 
continue to be an affront to the ideal of a better quality 
of life for the people of Elundini. Upon assumption of 
office in 2011, the municipal Council formulated a vision 
for the municipality for its term of office – “a leading 
rural municipality that delivers a better quality of life for 
its citizens; a municipality that is phenomenally viable, 
highly successful and passionately people centred”. 
Strategic objectives were formulated to support the 
attainment of this vision, which included financial 
viability; delivery of basic services; increased employment 
opportunities; community literacy and numeracy skills; 
clean environment and least but not last; community 
consultation, empowerment and participation. 

The Back to Horizon report is thus primarily a five-
year service delivery report by government across the 
spherical divide, to the people of Elundini and our 
country as a whole, against the benchmarks that Council 
had set for itself. Benchmark financial viability ratios set by 
the National Treasury have largely been achieved, and the 
Elundini Local Municipality (ELM) is deemed financially 
sound. There remains a great need for the enlightenment 

of communities on their constitutional rights, which 
will enable qualifying members to apply for and receive 
indigent subsidies and free basic services. The inability of 
provincial government officials to properly understand 
and interpret the provisions of the Municipal Property 
Rates Act of 2004 and to act in terms thereof, has not only 
been an embarrassment throughout but has deprived 
the municipality much needed revenue required for the 
acceleration of service delivery. 

A lot of ground has been covered in extending services to 
communities. During this term, at least two sports fields 
have been constructed (albeit beset by poor contractor 
performance) and a significant number of kilometres 
covered in the rehabilitation and maintenance of roads. 
A limiting factor, through and through, is the inability 
of ELM to rely on its own revenues to finance its service 
delivery programs, which is an inevitable consequence 
of the character and the geographical location of ELM 
relative to the nerve centre of the economy. Whilst the 
service delivery coverage of ELM in the area of social 
amenities and roads and storm water is commendable, 
the municipality is alive to the plight of those communities 
who remain in limbo. These communities include 
Ntabayikhonjwa village in ward 12, Moreneng village in 
ward 8 and Liphofung village in ward 15 and many more.

MM LIVE

Elundini Municipal Manager Khaya Gashi
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Electricity access has been and continues to be the major 
challenge confronting ELM and its communities. An 
estimated 65% of communities remain without electricity 
access. Much as this non access is tied to and can be 
legitimately linked to the discriminatory policies of the 
previous government, the reality is that the policies of the 
democratic government, in particular the funding regime 
for local government and the ambiguous functional role 
of ESKOM in the space of electricity reticulation despite 
this being an exclusive function of local government as 
enshrined in the Constitution, have not assisted ELM and 
its communities in its plight.

A number of initiatives with a potential to catapult the 
local economy and create much needed jobs, have been 
started. The potential for local economic development 
is primarily in the urban core of ELM where there is 
some level of infrastructure services and which once 
successfully implemented, could trigger much needed 
development of our towns and rural areas. A craft centre 
has been developed in Mt Fletcher, government offices 
are being constructed in Mt Fletcher and commercial 
development of the town of Mt Fletcher is already visible 
in the horizon as a property exchange agreement has 
been signed with the national Department of Public 
Works. Hawkers’ stalls have been implemented in Maclear, 
whilst the Furniture Manufacturing concern in Ugie has 
received a boost through a significant financial injection 
from the Industrial Development Trust.

All these initiatives stand a better chance of success if 
accompanied by an aggressive infrastructure upgrade 
in the towns. The surfacing of roads in the three towns 
has become an urgent necessity, in view of the recent 
upgrade of township roads to surfaced standards – 
Ntokozweni, Old Location, Truck Stop, Prentjiesberg and 
the work currently being done in the Sonwabile Township. 
The Mayor’s Social Investment Initiative must be heralded 
as being among the most progressive initiatives of the 
municipal council during this term. A number of financially 
and academically deserving students have been awarded 
bursaries while a number of schools have been adopted, 
one each year, to receive some kind of assistance. There 
remains a critical need for the municipality to expand 
its focus to implement other enduring programs and 

the funding thereof can be leveraged out of existing 
government grants. The stemming of the frontiers of 
illiteracy and poor numeracy stand to succeed, in the long 
run, through a focus, for example, on child care facilities 
which are a constitutionally enshrined responsibility of 
ELM. 

A multiyear public private partnership was sealed in 
2013 and this has resulted in ELM’s landfill sites being 
professionally managed. Linked with this, ELM is gradually 
resourcing the waste management value chain to ensure 
that the municipality lives to its commitment of having 
its towns being the cleanest and greenest. Around 2013, 
the municipal council resolved to improve the level 
of engagement between ward councillors and their 
constituencies. This initiative sought to improve on the 
policy requirements for four ward community meetings 
per annum, to a standard of four village/ township based 
community meetings. More than 150 young people 
were actually employed in each village/ township to give 
support to these meetings. There remains an opportunity 
to improve council’s oversight approach and systems, and 
the enabling platform for this is the legislation governing 
local government, which only requires proper and 
appropriate interpretation. Save for the unanticipated 
and uncharacteristic turnover of senior managers during 
this term, ELM has continued to be a bastion of stability, 
ethical values and service delivery excellence.

Khaya Gashi

MM LIVE (CONTINUED)
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INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

The Infrastructure Planning and Development (IP&D) department is primarily entrusted to deliver basic services 
such as household electrification; maintenance of electricity networks; road construction and maintenance; and 
the construction of public amenities such as community halls, sport-fields and recreational facilities. IP&D is 

politically led by Portfolio Head Mamello S. Leteba and administratively led by Mr Xola Wandisile Mntonintshi with the 
assistance of Mr Piwe Mpendulo, Mr Luyanda Rozani and Mr Gavin Hall.  IP&D has three sections namely; Roads and 
Stormwater Management, Electricity Distribution, and the Project Management Unit.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Portfolio Head of Infrastructure Planning and 
Development, Mamello S. Leteba

Assistant Manager
Mr Piwe Mpendulo

Assistant Manager
Mr Luyanda Rozani

Assistant Manager
Mr Gavin Hall

Administrative Head of Infrastructure Planning and 
Development, Xola Wandisile Mntonintshi

The Council developed and approved a three-year 
capital plan which is funded through the Municipal 
Infrastructure Grant (MIG). Furthermore, the Council 

developed and adopted a Construction Procurement 
Strategy aimed at accelerating service delivery 
backlogs and developing local contractors. The primary 
procurement objectives are to deliver services falling 
within the Elundini Local Municipality’s (ELM) mandate 
in a sustainable manner. The secondary procurement 
objectives aim to promote local economic development 
by creating local employment (temporary and permanent) 
through delivery of the works, and to develop small 
enterprise capacity to undertake portions of the work as 
subcontractors as well as maintain the completed works. 

It is also to retain as much of the project expenditure 
within ELM and support skills development by increasing 
the number of people who have qualifications, national 
qualifications and professional designations awarded by 
statutory councils. The Council also signed the Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) with the Department of Roads and 
Public Works which was a catalyst in ensuring accelerated 
implementation of projects for the maintenance and 
upgrading of both municipal and district roads.

The Council managed to achieve the following in 
response to service delivery backlogs and to accelerate 
basic service delivery to communities:
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ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Subsequent to the acquisition of road construction 
plant and machinery from the previous term the 
current Council further purchased a grid-roller, 

industrial tow tractor, 10 cubic meter dump truck and an 
8000l water tanker to bolster capacity in delivering 
more roads. 

• More than 312.06 kilometres of access and district 
 roads were maintained. 
• 125.6  kilometres of access roads were constructed
• 12.5778 kilometre tar road in Ntokozweni, Prentjiesberg 
 and Old location were resurfaced
• 6 bridges were constructed 
• 385 kilometres of gravel roads were graded and maintained 
• 24 kilometres of tarred roads were maintained in Ugie, 
 Maclear and Mount Fletcher
• 385 kilometers of road were mantained
• AC63683 -Tabase regravelled
• DR08076 -Doctors Hill to Lundini patch gravelled
• DR08078 - Tsolobeng to Sthabathaba patch gravelled
• DR08080 - Blackfountein road was bladed
• AC606700- Mt fletcher and AC62701 Ntlombe  
 were  bladed
• AC62703, AC62702 and AC60555- Mount Fletcher 
 Town  were dry bladed
• AC63692 -Makgaditseng, DR08074 -Xaxazana to 
 Seqhobong were dry bladed
• AC63692 - Makgaditseng,  AC60422 –Seithathi,  
 Koebung were dry bladed
• Mahaneng, DR08075 (Lubisini to Tabase), AC60428 
 (Tinana to Gobho) were dry bladed

• DR08084 -Zingonyameni, DR08416 (Zingonyameni to 
 Mahobe), AC63713??
• Reshaping of DR08074 -Xaxazana to Seqhobong 
• Dumping of loads for DR08076 (Doctors hill to Lundini) 
• Cleaning of culverts for District roads DR08076 
 -Doctors Hill to Lundini 
• 80 metres open drain cleaning for District 
 road DR08076

Projects Under Construction

• Construction of T18 to Pitseng Access Road
• Construction of Pitoli to Emafusini Access Road 
 and Bridge
• Construction of Botsabelo Community  Hall 
• TV Park Sports Field
• Construction of Nobuntu to Zwelitsha (Hopedale) 
 access road
• Construction of Phalisa access road
• Construction of Maplotini access road
• Ntushuntushu  Access Road (Lower Ngxaza to 
 Qolombana) phase 2 
• Mount Fletcher taxi rank
• Construction T18 to Pitseng access road 
• Construction of Pitoli to Emafusini access road 
 and bridge 
• Construction of Nobuntu to Zwelitsha (Hopedale) 
 access road 
• Construction of Maplotini access road 
• Construction of Phalisa access road 

MEC for Roads and Public Works ready to cut the ribbon at the official hand over of the Ugie Paving Project
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• Construction of Mjikelweni access road and bridge 
• Construction of Msingizaneni access road

District Road Maintenance 
The Department of Public Works also played a pivotal 
role in the development of roads infrastructure within 
ELM through SLA implementation and independent 
contracting. 

The projects that the department implemented include:
• Routine Road Maintenance of about 621.81km length 
 gravel roads around the southern side of Elundini 
 LMA Ugie, Maclear and Kat-kop. 
• Re-gravelling, structure and culvert repairs of 
 DR08018 Mbizeni village 
• Re-gravelling, structure and culvert repairs of DR2867 
 and DR08205 Gqaqhala village 
• Re-gravelling, structure and culvert repairs of 
 DR02871 at Bhokwe street, Old location in Ugie
• Re-gravelling, structure and culvert repairs of 
 DR00837
• Installation of new pipes at MR00715 Ugie to 
 Mnyolo village
• Structure repair and construction of a bridge at 
 DR08018 Mbizeni Village 
• Routine maintenance surface patching and slurry 
 work at MR00721 Maclear to Tsolo
• Re-gravelling, structure and culvert repairs of 
 DR08076 Tsolobeng 
• Patch Gravelling a total of 8km long on DR08089, 
 4km MR00723 and 3kmDR08474, DR08207, DR08199 
 and DR08204 currently doing patch gravelling 
 on DR02870.
• Re-shaping a total of 60 km long on DR08206, 
 DR02901, DR02903, DR03209, DR03216, MR00837, 
 DR03216, DR08086 and DR08083.
• Blading a total of 600km long was done twice.
• About 200 Culvert outlets and inlets structures 
 cleaned and delighted.
• Patch Gravelling of 8km long on DR08648 and bridge 
 maintenance on DR08075 and blading along our 
 district roads with 20% profit to the access roads as 
 contract agreement.
• Two flood damaged roads DR08018 and MR00721 

 were repaired.                                             
• The Department of Public Works upgraded Ugie 
 township roads to a surfaced standard entailing the 
 construction of 5.5 km of brick paving and provision 
 of drainage channels to the most utilized roads 
 connecting J Bokwe location. 
• R56 Mount Fletcher to Matatiele was rehabilitated.

Current project in progress

• Routine Road maintenance of gravel roads around 
 the northern side of Elundini LMA Mount Fletcher 
 villages Current
• Re-gravelling, structure repair and widening of the 
 curves on the road Maclear to Rhodes Current
• 06 emergency roads projects are planned for 
 re-gravelling within Elundini - MR00837, DR08076, 
 DR08082, MR00723, MR00715 and MR00721 the 
 consultants appointed (GHM/Tswelolo Adisa JV)

Public Amenities and Sport Fields

• 02 sporting facilities were constructed in Mt 
 Fletcher and Hopedale 
• Currently Tivi Park sport-field in Maclear is 
 under construction  
• Ugie Park sport-field is planned for construction w
 ithin the Medium Term Expenditure Framework 
 (MTEF) period

Trading Infrastructure

• 01 craft hub is at planning stage in the three year 
 capital plan.
• Street trading facilities are also planned for Ugie in 
 the three year plan

Zanyeni access road
Zamuxolo  Access road constructed with 

Elundini Plant machinery
Access Road at Ward 14
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Rural Household Electrification

• 5 893 rural households were electrified by ELM and 
 Eskom
•  ELM is completing electrification funded by 
 Integrated National Electrification Programme (INEP) 
 Grant at Ward 1 targeting 331 household connections 
 for the current financial year - 5 km link lines and 
 10 km main infrastructure line 
• 587 street lights were installed
• 03 high mast lights were installed and 02 additional 
 high masts approved for installation
• 41 overloaded electrical networks were upgraded and 
 03 approved for implementation
• Electricity distribution losses were reduced from 
 36% to 13%. The reduction of losses were due to 
 various interventions that were developed 
 and implemented:
 • Installation of Automated Meter Reading 
  (AMR) to improve information in the 
  Billing System 
 • Conducting of metre audits to identify 
  metres that were tempered with
 • Changed location of metres to eliminate 
  accessibility to residents 
 • 04 bulk metering units purchased for 
  pilot project were installed
 

 • ReticMaster, MicroStation and 
  PowaMaster software were purchased 
  and installed Training was organised to 
  capacitate users 
• 01 crane truck was purchased to lift heavy electrical 
 equipment and minimize the use of service providers 
 when performing overhead line construction course 
 which requires use of truck mounted crane to lift 
 heavy object
• 01 cherry-picker truck was purchased to improve 
 turnaround time to repair street lights; eliminate the 
 use of service providers; decrease cost of out sourcing. 
 Prior to the acquisition of these trucks communities 
 were highly inconvenienced due to long turnaround 
 time for ELM to fix repairs because ELM relied solely 
 on service providers residing faraway to come and fix 
 the problem which proved to be time consuming.

School Electrification

The Department of Education managed to provide 
electricity to the following school: 
• 05 schools were connected-ordinary
• 01 school received full installation
• 14 schools identified
• 07 under construction
• 01 school at proposal stage
• One for new site- returned for tender and 
 site inspection

COMMUNITY ELECTRIFICATION

Rural Electrification at Ward 3 Substation in Maclear
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WATER AND SANITATION

The Mvula Trust was appointed by Joe Gqabi District 
Municipality for the duration of a 5 year period as an 
implementing agent for Rural Water and Sanitation 

in ELM and Senqu Local Municipality. The main objective 
of the programme is the eradication of the rural water 
and sanitation backlogs in the two local municipalities 
using community based approach. The programme is 
divided into three areas of work namely:

• Rural Household Sanitation
• Rural Water Supply
• Massive Job Creation

Water Supply

Even though access to water and sanitation remains one 
of the biggest challenges within ELM, many strides to 
circumvent these challenges have been made. Municipal 
Infrastructure Grant has provided water to the rural 
villages of Elundini. The table below depicts the list of 
villages currently benefitting from the fund:

Mvula Trust at Ward 6
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Village Name Total Population for Village Households Benefited

Dinotsing RA 1 752 285
Kinira Poort RA 2 250 366
Lower Tokoana RC 3 272 532
Mangoloaneng RC 2 830 461
Mt. Fletcher CMNG 45 174 7 346
Sekgutlong RD 1 473 240
Somabadi RF 1 563 255
Tokoana RA 1 637 267
Tsekong Mission RE 1 455 237
Tsekong RD 1 176 192
Tsolobeng RA 6 691 1 088
Upper Tokoana RB 588 96
Dengwane RA 3 426 557
Total 73 287 11922

• About 97 villages benefitted from the water supply 
 program provided through bore- holes, spring water 
 and spring-weirs.
• About 11 922 households and 73 287 people 
 benefitted from this program.

ORIO Water Project

Joe Gqabi District Municipality received Orio Grant 
funding from Netherlands Government to provide water 
to the rural villages of Elundini. It is estimated that a 
further 8 658 households from 113 villages from all wards, 
excluding Wards 2, 3 and 9 will benefit from Orio Grant 
water supply.

a) Development Phase is 100% complete and the report 
 was submitted to Sintec
b) The Implementation stage tender document for 
 Consultants is in progress
c) The appointment for Contractors for drilling and 
 testing is in the final stages 
 • Construction of Pilot RWH project was completed 
 • Zone 1 – 3 963 households assessed in 26 villages 
  and 17 field workers and 3 data captures
 • Zone 2 – 4 803 households assessed in 43 villages 
  and 24 field workers and 4 data capturers employed
 • Zone 3 – 11 334 households assessed in 40 
  villages,  24 field workers and 4 data captures

Water Supply in Schools

• 23 schools received water and 04 schools signed 
 for connections
• 04 schools received water tanks
• 15 schools established boreholes

Rural Household Sanitation 

• 23 464 household pits dug 
• 22 040 household pits lined 
• 21 556 household toilets completed
• 20 499 toilets were handed over 
• 1 751 jobs were created (1 546 male and 205 females)
• 28 790 people were trained 
• 23 464 households were educated on health 
 and hygiene  
• 21 556 users were educated prior handover

Mount Fletcher was recognised for the role played by 
women contractors, who are the main players in the 
production of top structure VIP toilets for rural household 
sanitation. They were recognised during a women’s 
month in an event graced by the presence of the MEC for 
Economic Development and Environmental.
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School Sanitation

The Department of Education managed to provide 
ablution facilities for the following schools:
• E.T. Thabane Primary received new ablution facilities
• Umthawelanga S.S.S received renovation of ablution facilities
• Wheatlands J.S.S received sanitation facilities
• Ncembu J.S.S received new sanitation 
• Upper and Lower Esinxaku J.S.S received new sanitation
• Khalatsu J.S.S  received sanitation facilities constructed by ELM
• Ngaqangana J.S.S received sanitation facilities 
• Khulanathi S.P.S received sanitation facilities
• Thembeni J.S.S received sanitation facilities
• Esixhotyeni S.P.S received sanitation facilities
• Makhuleng J.S.S received sanitation facilities

Social Facilitation

• 5 Institutional and Social Development  Consultants 
 were appointed to carry out social facilitation activities 
 for both ELM and  Senqu Local Municipality for 22 months
• A comprehensive community-based approach 
 was followed
• Baseline survey was conducted to 16 411 households 
• 3 visits to households and a community health day 
 were held
• Household visits for H&H education & assessing 
 impact of H&H education
• First round of household visits completed during 
 Baseline Survey
• Second visit undertaken for user education prior to 
 toilet handover.

Scenic view of the state of art Mpindweni Primary School, Member of the Provincial Legislature 
Cutting the Ribbon Ms Nodada, and the District Director of the DOE Mr Mpuphu.

Young and old celebrating the opening 
of Mpindweni Primary School
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Completed projects

• 250 houses were built at Greenfields in Maclear
• 500 houses were built at Ngcele  with water 
 tanks installed

Projects under construction

• 172 out of 500 houses were built at Kaktop  with 68 
 water tanks installed
• 102 out of 365 houses were built at Mangoloaneng 
 with 17 water tanks installed Under Construction 
• 03 out of  04 houses were built in Ugie

Planned and approved housing projects

• Sinxako 486 houses planned awaiting contractor 
 appointment
• Mbidlana 300 houses planned awaiting contractor 
 appointment
• Mqokolweni 305 houses planned awaiting 
 contractor appointment
• Keubung 290 houses planned awaiting 
 contractor appointment
• Thembeni 1164 houses planned awaiting 
 environmental impact assessment

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

1.  Community member doing pipe laying, 
 others cleaning the trench
2.  Preparing to build spring protection

1

2
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SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

School infrastructure development remains a major 
challenge particularly in terms of mud schools and 
schools that require major renovations but in spite of 
those challenges the Department of Education managed 
to:
 
• Provided 07 schools with prefabricated classrooms 
 namely Nyibiba J.S.S, Sitana J.S.S, Elunyaweni J.S.S, 
 Sommerville J.S.S, Zandise J.S.S, Mynhardt Sigidi S.P.S 
 and Mbidlana J.S.S
• Officially opened 06 schools namely Malamlela J.S.S, 
 Lower Ketekete J.S.S, Melisizwe J.S.S, Khanya S.S.S, 
 Lehana’s Pass J.S.S and Wheatlands J.S.S were 
 officially opened.
• Constructed 03 schools namely Mpindweni J.S.S, 
 Dalibango J.S.S and Thakabana S.S.S schools
• World Vision also contributed towards school 
 infrastructure development by constructing three 
 permanent classrooms for Ntoko S.P.S.

Schools for Major Renovations

The following schools were identified for renovations:
Lower Esinxaku J.S.S, Gqaqhala J.S.S, Upper Esinxaku J.S.S, 
Mangoloaneng J.S.S, Moroka J.S.S, Chevy Chase J.S.S, 

Mqokolweni J.S.S, Ncembu J.S.S, Lubisini J.S.S, Tsekong 
J.S.S, Inxu J.S.S and Ugie

Schools Under Construction

• Sidinane S.S.S is 90% complete and now under review
• Magwaxaza I.S.S is completed 

Disaster schools

• Bethania S.S.S- awaiting fund approval on 
 submitted quotations
• Mhlontlo J.S.S- roof blown
• Zwelidumile S.P.S- awaiting fund approval, delayed 
 due to rationalisation
• Etyeni J.S.S- burnt down
• Botsabelo J.S.S and Esiqhungqwini J.S.S- prefabs
• Luzie Poort S.P.S, Ntoko S.P.S and  Setaka J.S.S - 
 collapsed mud
• Upper Nxotshana J.S.S- mud
• Lower Ngxaza S.S.S and Ngaqangana J.S.S- 
 unsafe mud
• Maclear Public Primary, E.T. Thabane  and 
 Zwelidumile S.P.S

Dalibango Junior Secondary School now has a permanent structure after refurbishment to the tune of R14 million
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HEALTH INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Portfolio Head Leticia Somikazi Baduza Caption

Caption Caption Caption
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The mission of Department of Health is to provide and 
ensure accessible, comprehensive, integrated services 
and emphasising the primary health care approach 
optimally utilising all resources to enable its present and 
future generations to enjoy quality of life. This department 
has also been instrumental in the development of 
infrastructure within ELM. In fulfilling its mandate the 
department since 2009 managed to build and improve 
health infrastructure and operations in the following:

• 03 new clinics were constructed at Gqaqhala, Bethania, 
 Kungisizwe, Gqaqhala clinic and were handed over by 
 the then MEC Phumulo Masualle.
• 02 old clinics, Hlangalane and Ngxaza were revamped 
 and both opened by the then MEC Phumulo Masualle
• 03 clinics were extended at Mangoaloaneng Katkop 
 Nurses Home and Hlankomo with addition of 
 HCT room
• 03 clinics were renovated at Mqokolweni, Queen Noti 
 and Katkop
• Electrification of St Augustines, Umnga Flats, 
 Ngxaza, Ncembu, Hlankomo, Hlepalene, 
 Katkop, Kupisizwe;
• Acceleration of water supply for St Augustines, Umnga 
 and Ncembu with manual pumps, electric
• pumps and installation of elbow taps (Infection 

 Control ) in all 21 clinics and hospitals of the 
 Elundini area;
• Paving of St Augustines and Taylor Bequest Clinics;
• 05 clinics received installation of air conditioners in 
 dispensaries namely; Taylor Bequest Clinic, Umnga 
 Flats, Empilisweni, St Augustines and Katkop. 
• 06 clinics received internet installation and computers
 •  Queen Noti  has WIFI connection, new computer, 
  data-capturer and 1 professional nurse
 • Kat-kop and Hlankomo connected to internet, 
  new computers, data-capturer,
 •  Tsitsana has electricity, connected to internet, 
  new computers and data-capturer
 • Taylor Bequest and Maclear town clinic are 
  connected to internet, new computer, data-
  capturer and 1 professional nurse
• 01 maternity was establishment at Empilisweni Clinic 
 in Ugie
• Establishment of rondavels for pregnant waiting 
 mothers at Taylor Bequest Hospital;
• 03 clinics are still awaiting construction namely; 
 Nxotshana, Tinana and Ketekete;
• 01 Out Patient Department (OPD) and ARV site were 
 constructed at Taylor Bequest by Broadreach  which is 
 a Non-Governmental Organisation

Taylor Bequest hospital in Mt Fletcher has been improved with opening of an OPD and ARV site
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Improved Health Care Services

• The department provides a fixed dose combination 
 (ARV One tablet a day) to all clinics and hospitals.
• All 21 clinics implement ARV and TB (MDR and XDR)
• Circumcision Reduced death and amputation as well 
 as hospital admission by 90%.
• 06 clinics changed operating hours  for 12 hours 
 opening at 7 am and close at 7pm to accommodate 
 everybody who want to access the Queen Noti, 
 Maclear Town, Tsitsana, Hlankomo, Katkop and Taylor 
 Bequest Clinic
• Emergency services are now managed at Elundini 

 though the call centre is in Aliwal North contacts
• Employment opportunities have been created: - 15 
 interns appointed for the Joe Gqabi Dictrict and 
 placed at Elundini for Human Resource, Finance and 
 Supply Chain Management;
• 09 villages re-assessed for construction of new clinics
• Ugie clinic is in the process of contractor structural 
 analysis done, community requested community 
 Health Center, but the status of the facility will be 
 determined by the status of Maclear hospital.
•  Maclear hospital is going to be revitalised and be a 
 district hospital with 72 beds as from April 2016
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COMMUNITY SERVICES

The Department of Community Services is mainly 
responsible for services such as integrated solid 
waste management; traffic and law enforcement, 

fire and disaster management; housing development 
facilitation; and the maintenance of existing infrastructure 
such as public amenities, parks, cemeteries, pounds, 
community halls, libraries, sport fields and recreational 
facilities. 

Community Services is politically led by Portfolio Head 
Leticia Somikazi Baduza and is administratively headed 
by Mr Ayanda Mlamli Ntaba who is assisted in managing 
the department by Mr Zindlovu Mzileni, Mr Sibongile 
Memani and Mr Mandisi Mvumvu.

MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC 
AMENITIES

Community Halls and Parks

The refurbishment of the Maclear Caravan Park entailed 
the building of walkways and the installation of geysers 
and showers.

• There are five existing parks in ELM located in Ugie, 
 Maclear and Mt. Fletcher. Four of these parks 
 were beautified.
• Caravan Park in Maclear was revamped and refur
 bished into an income-generating park for tourists. 
 The refurbishment entailed the construction of 
 swings, a braai area, tables and chairs, upgrading of 
 electricity connections, building of walkways and 
 installation of geysers and showers.

• 08 halls in ELM located in 
 Mt. Fletcher (Town Hall, Thabatlana in Ward 12, 
 Bethania in ward 15 and Mohoabatsane in Ward 13), 
 Ugie (Kruger Hall and Ntokozweni Community Hall), 
 Maclear (Town Hall and Sonwabile Community Hall), 
• Mohoabatsane community Hall was refurbished 
 with roofing, painting, ceiling of cracks, fixing of 
 doors, security gates and new 300 chairs.
• Ntokozweni Community Hall is in the tender 
 process for revamping that will include the overhaul 
 of plumbing, electrification and painting 
• Botsabelo community Hall at Ward 7 is under 
 construction, site establishment and platform 
 excavation is completed.
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Portfolio Head Leticia Somikazi Baduza
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Waste Management
ELM has a Solid Waste Management Section as part 
of Community Services Department which is charged 
with the responsibility of rendering all Solid Waste 
Management activities. The Section is responsible for 
refuse collection, street cleaning, and waste information 
or waste data management, recycling, awareness and 
landfill site management. ELM adopted an IWMP which 
will be sent to COGTA and DEDEAT for Endorsement. ELM 
has also been screen by DEDEAT as part of their process 
of updating the Provincial IWMP with specific focus to Joe 
Gqabi District Municipal Area.

Refuse removal

The refuse removal service only focuses on the CBD 
and peri-urban areas of ELM. ELM provides a weekly 
waste collection service to all the urban households 

and daily service to businesses in Maclear, Ugie and Mt. 
Fletcher. In residential areas household waste is placed 
in the kerb outside the house and collected from there 
by the Municipality. This domestic waste should be 
contained in refuse bags which are tied or knotted. ELM 
provides daily refuse collection services in town focusing 
on businesses and government institutions. 

•  13 Yellow skip bins are located in Mt Fletcher. 
•  10 Skip bins were purchased for Maclear and Ugie  
•  6 Additional skip bins were purchased for Maclear 
 and Ugie

ELM Municipal Manager Khaya Gashi and Interwaste Director Leon Grobelaar after signing the Private Public Partnership on Waste Management on 
30 May 2013

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
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MACLEAR COLLECTION SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD

Polar Park
Sithole
Vincent
Green Fields

Newrest
TV Park
Maxhegweni
Old Location

Town
Claire View
Stishini
Zakhele

Sonwabile
Peter Mokaba

Old Location
Maxhegweni

UGIE COLLECTION SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD

Ntokozweni
Old Location
Ebholeni

Mandela Park
Land Camp

Takalani
Robben Island
Bekela (Right)

Town Houses
Popcorn Valley
Prentjiesburg

Bekela (left)
Ugie Park
(Vezinyawo)

MT FLETCHER COLLECTION SCHEDULE
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD CBD

Hospital, Prison 
FET College, 
SAPS, Education

Town 
Hospital

Hospital
Solomzi
Kutlwanong
Lehana SSS

Nkululekweni, 
Polar Park, 
Hospital

Hospital 
Thembeni
Katlehong
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Street Cleaning 

Street cleaning was conducted daily with the main focus 
on CBD and adjoining streets. Clearing of illegal dump 
sites and township street cleaning was done through a 
programme funded by the Department of Environmental 
Affairs. Youth jobs in the waste programme were 
implemented by Cokisa Consulting. There are also 
sidewalk bins placed at strategic points in Mount Fletcher, 
Ugie and Maclear town to ensure that businesses and 
people have access to them and ultimately reduce levels 
of littering. 
• 30 Sidewalks bins were purchased and installed in all 
 three towns 

Waste Disposal

ELM has 03 permitted waste sites namely: Maclear 
transfer, Ugie and Mount Fletcher Landfill Sites. These 
three sites are in operation. ELM entered into a PPP 
agreement with Interwaste (PTY) Ltd. Interwaste started 
operating and managing the sites on the 1 July 2014. 
The main responsibility of Interwaste is the operation 
and management of Ugie, Mount Fletcher and Maclear 
Landfill Sites and to ensure that the permit conditions of 
the waste facilities are adhered to. The Maclear landfill site 
is utilised as a transfer station, while Ugie and Mt. Fletcher 
are being utilised as disposal sites. ELM regularly visited 
sites to ensure compliance with the permit conditions of 
these sites and terms of the contracts with Interwaste.
  

Recycling 
ELM worked closely with Elundini Cooperative 
Development Centre to ensure that Cooperatives in the 
recycling sector are organised and assisted. This platform 
created an opportunity for ELM to consolidate different 
requests submitted by Cooperatives and ensure that 
everyone benefits from any assistance offered by ELM.
 
ELM also has a Material Recovery Facility located at 
the Ugie Landfill Site. Currently the MRF is not in a 
suitable condition to be accepted by ELM and operated 
accordingly. ELM will make efforts to rectify the structure 
and be able to offer recyclers an opportunity to be 
involved in the sector. ELM aims to promote waste 
minimisation and recycling in the three towns and to 
create employment opportunities through that MRF. The 

MRF will contribute towards local economic development 
and increase the lifespan of landfill site.

Education and Awareness 

ELM initiated programmes to increase awareness 
concerning waste management and particularly to 
promote a cleaner environment to live in, in and around 
urban areas. The main purpose of the programmes is to 
raise awareness and educate ELM residents/community 
about issues related to cleanliness, waste, environmental 
management and sustainable development. The waste 
management awareness focuses on the anti-littering 
programmes for the public/clean up campaigns. ELM 
intended to hold a minimum of two campaigns per 
year in order to influence the  communities mind set on 
waste and environmental management matters. Cleanup 
Campaigns and Awareness Campaigns have been 
conducted in all three towns. ELM is an active participant 
of the Climate Change, Waste and Environment SALGA 
Forum, DEDEAT Waste Management Forum and the Joe 
Gqabi District Environmental Management Forum. 

The achievements in the waste 
management programme

• Collection services to more than 7000 households 
 and businesses 
• Daily street cleaning and skip bin removal services 
 for businesses
• A purchase of a new 4 ton truck to service Ugie 
• Purchase of a vehicle tracking system 
• Purchase of 6 additional skip bins for Ugie and Maclear
• Provision of additional skip bins for Mt Fletcher 
• Penalising Interwaste on poor performance in terms 
 of the PPP Agreement
• Incorporation of the youth jobs in waste beneficiaries 
 in Municipal Operations

Available fleet – refuse removal vehicles 

MACLEAR UGIE MT FLETCHER

Supervisor Bakkie Supervisor Bakkie Supervisor Bakkie

1 x REL Compactor Truck 2 x Tractor and Trailers 1 x Tractor and Trailer 

1 x 4 Ton truck 1 x 4 Ton Truck 1 x Tractor and Skip Loader
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More than 11 537 job opportunities were created through 
various government initiatives such as the Expanded Public 
Works Programme by the Department of Roads and Public 
Works, the Community Works Programme by Department 
of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), 
Mass Job Creation, the National Youth Service Learnership 
Programme, public participation, the Mayoral Cup, and 
Dare to Dream during this term of Council to reduce high 
levels of unemployment within ELM.  

•  3 371 jobs were created through the Household 
 Contractor Programme which was initiated by the     
 Department of Roads and Public Works as follows:
 •  537 for Ugie 
 •  1 378 for Maclear
 •  1 366 for Mt Fletcher 
 •  90 Overseers
• 17 students benefitted from the National Youth
 Service Learnership Programme with seven students 

as Accelerated Professional and Trade Competency 
Development (APTCoD) learners.

• Seven data capturers 
• Eight road maintenance students
• Two students allocated to building projects
• Five emerging contractors benefitted in the monitoring 

of household contractors.
• 7 136 job opportunities were created by ELM through 

the following programs:
• 6 847 EPWP on infrastructure projects
•  161 Community Participating Liaison Workers were 

employed
•  113 Dare to Dream (102 youth mobilisers and 11 project 

coordinators)
•  11 Mayoral Cup project coordinators
•  4 Mayor’s Social Investment project at Khalatsu J.S.S
•  94 (50 permanent and 44 temporal)  local young people
•  1 008 job opportunities were created through CoGTA 

Community Works Program
• 1 751 jobs were created (1 546 males and 205 females) 

through water and sanitation program

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND 
LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Department of Strategic Planning and Economic 
Development’s (SP&ED) main responsibility is to plan, 
regulate and coordinate strategic planning, spatial 
planning, economic development and municipal 
performance management system. SP&ED is politically led 
by Portfolio Head Kgotsofaditse Abednigo Mgijima and is 
administratively headed by Mrs Ntomboxolo Charlotte 
Eddie; who is assisted in managing the department by Mr 
Sandile Caiphus Faku, Mr Charles Coetser and Mr Luther 
Thembinkosi Kokose.

Portfolio Head Strategic Planning and Economic 
Development: Councillor Kgotsofaditse Mgijima

Job Creation
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Furniture Manufacturing

• Subsequent to intense training program for Elundini 
 Youth Entrepreneurs on wood making by Furntech, a 
 furniture manufacturing cooperative was established.
• 04 emerging entrepreneurs in timber processing were 
 trained, that is, Shenxisa Sibusiso, Mtshiba Sive, 
 Balintulo Nomfundisa and Gqada Nosipho. Rather 
 than becoming job seekers, they have chosen to be 
 the primary creators of jobs and play a vital role in the 
 emerging economy.

• ELM formalized street trading because they realized 
 that it positively affects the economy by:
  • Stimulating micro and small production.
  • Encouraging the development of entrepreneurs.
  • Providing marginalized people with 
   income opportunities.
  • Providing indirect local revenue through the sale 
   of produce.
• ELM conducted a survey to understand the sector 
 and to be able to provide proper infrastructure for 
 street traders. 

• A total of R1.5 million was spent in the development 
 of a street trading site in Maclear that will house 
 food stalls. 
• 85 street traders were permitted to trade with licences. 
 All street traders are encouraged to apply for 
 trading licenses. 
• This year an additional allocation of R500 000 has 
 been set aside to roll out the vending stalls project to 
 Ugie town and to finish up certain areas in Maclear. 
• Provision of similar trading infrastructure in Mt Fletcher 
 is provided for as part of the Taxi Rank development 
which will see no less than 20 vending stalls erected to 
support small businesses.

An intense training programme for Elundini Youth Entrepreneurs

ELM Mayor Nonkongozelo Lengs launching food stalls for street traders

SMME DEVELOPMENT PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR 
PARTNERSHIPS
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Street Trading
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Mt. Fletcher Arts and Craft Hub
The arts and craft industry’s potential for job creation and 
labour absorption is one of the major attractions of this 
industry. Not only does it provide income generation 
opportunities for groups which have access to resources, 
it also offers employment opportunities for the most 
economically disadvantaged people in society while 
showcasing their artwork.
 
• ELM has over 100 subsistence 
 enterprises of arts and crafts that reside within 
 the rural setup and low income communities of Mt. 
 Fletcher, Ugie and Maclear. Most of these enterprises 
 are formally registered as cooperatives operating from 
 their homesteads and have recognised arts and craft as 
 one of their sources of income.

• The Municipality has assisted the craft industry to 
 formalise into a cooperative called Owezandla Arts and 
 Craft Hub. 

• The building of the Mt. Fletcher Craft Hub is completed 
 and is now ready to commence with its operations.

•  ELM has assisted the Zubenathi 
 Women Brick Co-operative receive a four ton truck to 
 enhance their distribution and marketing services. 
 Such initiatives are aligned to the strategic objective of 
 the Municipality which seeks to support the 
 construction industry and small businesses in the area.

Elundini Cooperative Development Centre

The ELM Cooperative Development Centre built in 
Maclear is operational and was launched by the MEC of 
Department of Economic Development, Environmental 
Affairs and Tourism (DEDEAT) Sakhumzi Somyo. This 
centre provides the much needed technical, business and 
training related support to cooperative entities not just 
within Elundini, but the entire Joe Gqabi District.
 
Esixhotyeni Forestry Project

This project is implemented at the Sixhotyeni 
Administrative Area and has a total budget of R13 million 
in the villages of Ntywenka, Ntabelanga, Siqunqweni, 
Upper Sinxako, Lower Sinxako, Qurana, Hlwatika and 
Somerville and has resulted in the employment of 94 
(50 permanent and 44 temporal)  local young people 
in the affected villages. About 300 hectares of land is 
already being planted as part of the forestry enterprise 
development initiative of the Municipality targeted at 
growing the key primary sectors.

Zubenathi Women Brick Co-operative 

A four ton truck to enhance their distribution and marketing services.
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• ELM developed a tourism DVD titled Cradle of Culture 
 which highlighted and profiled the best tourist 
 attraction areas. The DVD was presented in many 
 platforms like the annual Tourism Indaba in Durban. 
 The DVD package can also be viewed at the Tourism 
 Information Centre and there is a version which is 
 available in the form of brochures and fliers.

• ELM was mentioned in international magazine 
 National Geographic on what it has to offer. 

• Getaway also profiled and showcased some of its 
 attractions like KwaBhaliwe - biggest rock art, NAUDE’S 
 NEK being the highest mountain pass in South Africa. 
 Getaway is the leading travel and accommodation 
 guide covering South Africa and Africa for over 20 
 years. There has been quite a number of visits to 
 explore the area.
 
• Tourism section also conducted annual events that 
 promote tourism in the area like the Annual Rose 
 Show in Ugie spectacular display of roses on show, 
 Fees Zonder Naam in Maclear lively event encouraging 
 social interaction between villages of Maclear, Ugie 
 and Elliot. Rapture of the River Fly-fishing Festival in 
 Maclear and Ugie Ladies Flyfishing Festival held 
 annually over long weekends.

• The rock art in KwaBhaliwe has also been confirmed 
as the biggest rock art after the municipality engaged 
with the Natal Museum in Pietermaritzburg, WSU in East 
London, Albany Museum and East London Museum has 
been to the site. The report that came confirmed it to 
be the biggest to what they currently have in their files 
and it is approximately 100m and one of the biggest in 
Southern Africa. It has also been confirmed that the San 
people lived there and the art is still very intact and there 
was no vandalism.

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

Tour guide ThabathaniTshaka at KwaBhaliwe which 
has the biggest rock art
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AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

Farmer Support Development

• 45 hectares in Ugie and 10 hectares in Maclear 
 were planted with beans and germination is 
 progressing well.
• A second spray has been done at the level of knee 
 height on 60% of planted areas for both Letsema 
 and Comprehensive Agriculture Support 
 Programme projects.
• During the month of February; Chuntutuko, 
 Dengwane, Lower Tokoana, Ketekete, Ipupeng, 

 Ezingonyameni, Lundini and Pitseng farms in Mt. 
 Fletcher were the most promising projects. Most of 
 the Maclear and Ugie projects promise to do well 
 due to conducive climatic conditions.
• 30 of the 45 hectares of bean production projects 
 in Ugie are in the maturity stage. Bean production 
 projects in Ugie are doing well and maize is in the 
 mature stage.
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DEPARTMENT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
AGRARIAN REFORM

Food Security Projects

There are 16 food security projects implemented in 
Mt. Fletcher covering 265 hectares of land.
 
05 of these projects are located in Ward 8 and they are:
•  Ketekete covering 10 hectares
•  Chuntuntuko covering 10 hectares
•  Greenland farm covering 20 hectares
•  Gletwyn Farm covering10 hectares and 
•  Luzie Farm covering 20 hectares

02 of these projects are located in Ward 10 and they are:
•  Tsolobeng covering 10 hectares and 
•  Ezingonyameni covering 30 hectares. 

02 of these projects are located in Ward 12.

ELM agriculture officials have supported small scale farmers 
in this hugely agricultural area.

170 hectares of land was allocated for food security 
projects in Mt. Fletcher at Kete-kete, Chavy Chase, 
Nxotshana, Blorweni, Chuntuthuko, Greenland Farm, 
Gletwyn Farm, Luzi Farm, Tsolobeng, Ezingonyameni, 
Lower Tokwana, Bethania, Lundini, Mahanyaneng, 
Kuebung, Mohoabatsane and Ipupeng.

245 hectares of land was allocated for food security 
projects in Maclear at St. Augustines, Lower Tsitsana, 
Wela-way Farm, Kat-kop Massive, Lower Sinxako, 
Ramatee, Hlankomo, Upper Tsitsana, Mafati Cooperative, 
Oscar Farm, Ebden Farm, Eastward HO, Lower Ngxaza, 
Sondernaam, Ramlane, Hillside Farm, Matinise & Njaboya, 
Taung, Mcwangele Agricultural Cooperative, Letsomas 
Family, Ngqayi Maize Project, Mafusini Project, Thabizolo, 
Siyazama- Sidakeni and Mbonisweni.

260 hectors of land was allocated for food security projects 
in Ugie at Matiwane Farm, Evian Farm, Oriebidale-Mgedezi 
Ugie, Narrowvale Portion 2, Kwandoda, Gqaqhala Massive 
1, Bower’s Daily Farm, Carvens, Nkalweni, Glencole-
Sodinga, Wheatfield Sobetwa Farm, Meadows PTN 2, 
Wheatfield Farm-Bodlani, Masidibane Farm, Hopefield-
Glen Thompson, Glen Thompson-Ndzandzeka, Umngana 
Fuzile, Umnga PTN 2, Phakamani, Gqaqhala Portion 2, 
Meadows, Songca Family Trust, Mount Elton, Mthonjeni 
Farm, Glen Thompson-Ngudle and Sambudla Farm.
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AGRICULTURE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

Fencing projects

•  381 hectares of land in Mt. Fletcher for Mohoabatsane 
(96 ha) and Vuvu (185 ha) projects was fenced. 

•  264 hectares of land in Maclear for Lower Tsitsana (114 
ha), Sithana (62 ha), Ramlane (32 ha) and Nkalweni 
(56) projects was fenced.

•  56 hectares of land in Ugie for Nkalweni (56 ha), 
Misty Mount internal fencing and Shearing Sheds at 
Makwatlana, Kwebung and Magedla projects was fenced

•  Assisted Mjikelweni Cooperative with fencing 12 
hactares, inputs and working equipment to enhance 
their vegetable and crop production.   

•  Three shearing sheds were constructed by the Department 
of Rural Development, Land and Reform (DRDLR).

Comprehensive Rural Development 
and Program (CRDP)

1 202 households and 3 875 household members 
from 10 villages in Ward 6 were profiled and had needs 
and demands ranging from social issues to economic 
challenges. The completed profile report was submitted 
to the National Integrated Social Information System 
(NISIS).
  
Services on wheels were organised and rendered to 
profiled wards to address the issues and 20 candidates 
were employed to perform the task. A Participatory 
Rural Appraisals Report (PRA) or Community Based 
Planning Report (CBP) was compiled. The document 
was compiled in the presence of Ward Councillors, Ward 
Committees, traditional authority and headmen. 

The report saw to the following:
•  Facilitate delivery of 75 water boilers to communities 

without electricity in Ward 6. 
•  Facilitated delivery of 100 energy kits to communities 

without electricity in Ward 6. 
•  Facilitated first intake of 45 candidates from 17 wards 

and ensured the absorption of three candidates 
through the National Rural Youth Service Corps 
(NARYSEC) program from the Department of Rural 
Development and Agrarian Reform (DRDAR). 

•  Facilitated second intake of 115 NARYSEC candidates 
from all municipalities within the Joe Gqabi District 
Municipality. This program seeks to train and educate 
unemployed youth.

•  Eight candidates were recruited to go through 
the Agricultural Research Council (ARC) vegetable 
production programme. They will form a pyramid and 
are currently assisting five people each on vegetable 
production.    They were provided with water tanks, 
garden tools, and inputs. 

•  Registered candidates to form cooperatives that will 
produce vegetables in their respective villages.  

•  Initiated food security cropping of yellow maize 
programme and about 75 hectares of land was 
cultivated during the 2012/13 planting season. 

•  For 2015/16 planting season, 150 hectares will 
be cropped with yellow maize for massive maize 
production.  This initiative seeks to trigger and 
support neighbouring commodities to promote 
value chain locally and beyond.  

•  About 120 rams were delivered to ELM farmers as part 
of a sheep flock genetic improvement programme 
which was initiated to promote quality wool production 
that will increase farmers’ revenue base. A Service Level 
Agreement is continuing between National Wool 
Growers Association (NWGA) and DRDLR.  

•  19 candidates were employed for revamping invader 
infested arable lands. A land care programme was 
implemented for de-bushing and clearing of alien 
species in Ward 6 arable lands.

•  The Department of Rural Development, Land and 
Reform heavily embarked on human capacitation 
through different training to cooperatives: 

•  Co-operative Information Day
•  NAMPO
•  Cooperative trainings on cooperative governance, 

financial management, conflict management, 
livestock, crop production and  book keeping
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Grant Number of beneficiaries Number of Applicants
Old age grant 907

Disability grant 2,314

War Veterans grant

Child support grant 9753 18 345

Foster Care grant 1183 1736

Grant in Aid 271

Care dependency grants 14 146

Social relief of distress grant

Disability Grant Permanent 

Disability Grants Temporary 

The South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) is 
a national agency of the South African government 
created in April 2005 as an agent for the administration 
and payment of social assistance; provision for the 
prospective administration and payment of social 
security by the agency and the provision of related and 
connected services. SASSA has offices in Maclear and Mt 
Fletcher towns which open from Monday to Thursday 
from 08h00 to 16h30 and 08h00 to 16h00 on Fridays. The 
Maclear local office now serves 127 villages under wards 
1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,16 and 17 due to the closure of the Ugie 
office. Mr S. Shozi is Local Office Manager for Mt Fletcher 
offices and Mr Mbolambi for Maclear offices. 

The South African Social Services Agency (SASSA) has 
made remarkable progress in registering social grant 
beneficiaries and averting the long queues that applicants 
were accustomed to and the level of complaints has 
also subsided. The office has improved on its services 
compared to three years ago when applicants had to 
wait more than 6-8 months for application outcomes 
and as a result of these improvements outcome letter of 
application is received immediately on the same day and 
grant cards are done the same day in the office at no fee. 
The number of beneficiaries from March 2011 up to date:

SOCIAL WELFARE

Social grants - SASSA bringing services to the people
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•  Provided more than 515 school uniforms including underwear and cosmetics, to needy students at the following 
schools: Magwaxaza. S.P.S, Retreat J.P.J, Upper Sinxaku J.S.S, Somerville J.S.S, Chavy Chase J.S.S, Taung J.S.S, Ncembu 
J.S.S, Luthuthu J.S.S, Sibabale S.S.S, Gqaqhala J.S.S, Thomas Ntaba S.S.S, Mabandla J.S.S, Siqhungqwini J.S.S, 
Jamangile J.S.S, Ngxothio J.S.S, Solomzi J.S.S, Maclear Public School, Upper Nxaxa J.S.S, Khohlopong S.P.S, Ngqayi 
J.S.S, Ugie High, Chebenca J.S.S, Gengancwazi J.S.S, Ngxaza J.S.S,Hlangalane S.P.S, Samuel Nombewu S.S.S, Koloni 
J.S.S, Daluxolo J.S.S, Dalibango J.S.S, Gabulinkungu J.S.S, Enkalweni J.S.S, Nyibiba J.S.S, E.T Thabane J.S.S, Sidinane 
S.S.S and Khalatsu J.S.S.

•  Issued social relief of distress (SRD) from April 2015 to September 2015 to 613 beneficiaries of which 201 are from Ward 6.
•  Managed to respond within 24 hours to families that were affected by fire and lost their belongings. The agency 

provided five blankets and two food parcels to one family in Maclear, three blankets and two food parcels to one 
family in Ngwenka A/A, two blankets and two food parcels  to one family in Mbonisweni A/A.

•  Provided food parcels to 19 families that were affected by storm during the month of May 2015 at Ward 5.
•  Introduced counter services at Enkalweni and Gqaqhala which are visited every Monday.  Counter services at 

Elunyaweni and Ncembu are visited every Wednesdays, Ugie every Tuesday, Queen Noti and Kat-kop bi – weekly 
on Thursdays. 

•  Providing shelters at pay-points. A case in point is the building and fencing of a community hall at Ncembu A/A.
• More than 15 055 people received social grants

Mr Nzimeni Nkumbi a resident at Ulundi Village benefited during this event. 
He never knew that he was eligible for old age grant due to his disability.
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That came true when SASSA went to communities 
through the Integrated Community Registration 
Outreach Programme (ICROP) to implement their annual 
programme which commenced in 2007. The purpose of 
this event which took place on 22 May 2015 at Sathube 
Village in Ward 14 was to take government services 
to deep rural areas and communities that are far from 
offices. ELM and government departments like Social 
Development, Health, Education and South African Police 
Service (SAPS) attended the event to render services. 

The South African Social Services Agency (SASSA) takes 
responsibility of going to communities following President 
Jacob Zuma; announcement that all departments must 
go back to basics by visiting communities in their areas. 
SASSA also ensures that social grants are paid to the right 
person, at the right time and place.

 Mr Nzimeni  Nkumbi, a resident from Ulundi Village, was 
an existing beneficiary of the old age grant and would 
never have known that he also qualified for a disability 
grant were it not for the community visits by SASSA. He 
said “It was very difficult for me to visit SASSA’s office due 
to finances and my disability. This day is very important as 
it has assisted me and the community at large”.

Family Preservation Programme

•  A total of 820 beneficiaries were reached through 
 the Family Preservative Program and 54 single 
 parents through the Single Parents Associates.

Victim Empowerment Centres
•  There are five existing VEP Centres and white door 
 centres of hope which benefit 564 victims, and one 
 safe home for women and children.  

Early Childhood Development
•  50 early childhood development centres are 
 functional with 1,572 children subsidised monthly. 

HOME AFFAIRS
The Department of Home Affairs (DHA) is custodian, 
protector and verifier of the identity and status of citizens 
and other persons resident in South Africa. Mount Fletcher 
DHA facilitated applications of identity documents and 
birth registrations. The department managed to achieve 
the following for ELM community: 
• 3 056 birth registrations were conducted since 2012 
 for Mount Fletcher and Maclear areas 
• Mini Late Registration of Birth Mop-up Campaign was 
 conducted for Elundini, to give last chance to those 
 not registered. 
• The department was involved in National High 
 Impact Awareness Campaign for late registration of 
 birth (registration which was done after 30 days)
• DHA identified Maclear Taylor Bequest Hospital for full 
 time optimisation due to high birth rate. 
• Mobile truck was purchased to assist in office 
 operations and reach the community which has 
 limited resources to reach main offices. 
• The department visited 194 schools to ensure that 16 
 year old children apply for IDs. Far schools are targeted 
 for this exercise. An improved percentage of 16 year 
 old were registered.

SIYA NJALO EBANTWINI - PEOPLE FIRST, GOVERNMENT AT THE FRONT!

Communities came out in numbers when SASSA brought services to the people
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DEVELOPING THE ELDERLY

PROGRAMME FUNDING IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD 
2010 – 2015
Centre for Older Person 
• Information to be inserted

OPERATION FIELA - SAPS 
The various stakeholders (SAPS, traffic inspectors 
and environmental practitioners) have engaged in 
the Operation Fiela programme to contribute to the 
eradication of illegal actions. 
The following activities were carried out; 
•  Arresting and charging of employers who employ 

illegal foreigners
•  Arresting and charging of illegal foreigners and those 

with expired permits
•  Arresting and charging of South Africans who assist 

foreigners to fraudulently acquire South African 
documents

•  Arresting and charging of school principals who assist 
foreigners by issuing them with enabling documents 
for birth registration.

•  Arresting and charging of school principals who admit 
foreigners to study without study permits.

•  Deportation of illegal foreigners.
•  Investigation of fraudulent marriages.

CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
The core business of the Department of Correctional 
Services (DOCS) is to contribute to a just, peaceful and safer 
South Africa through effective and humane incarceration 
of inmates, rehabilitation and social reintegration of 
offenders. ELM has one correctional services centre 
located in Mt Fletcher serving many magistrate courts 
such as Mt Fletcher, Maluti, Maclear and Tsolo. This centre 
keeps even the high risk maximum sentenced offenders 
before they are transferred to the East London Maximum 
Correctional Centre. The correctional facility has average 
lockups of 210 incarcerated offenders with zero escape, 
zero death and zero erroneous release. In this way, the 
department contributes to ensuring that all South 
Africans are protected and feel safe.
The Department of Correctional Services (DOCS) also 
implemented the following programmes: 
•  Annual crime awareness campaigns in various local schools 

to combat and prevent youth and local communities from 
doing crime in order to avoid criminal records. 

•  Annual cleaning programs in various schools, 
magistrate courts, Non-governmental Organisations 
(NGOs) like Mt Fletcher Cheshire Home, churches, 
hospitals, police stations, etc. 

•  Victim-Offender Dialogue (VOD) and Restorative Justice 
(RJ). This VOD programme facilitates communication 
between the offender and the victim to explore 
reconciliation before the offender is granted parole.  

•  VOD road shows on murder and rape cases in various 
villages such as Lundini, Kete-kete, Semonkong, etc.

• The Department working with the Mount Fletcher 
Library provided reading books to offenders in order 
to keep them busy and to assist them to gain more 
knowledge.

• The Department engaged offenders to participate 
in arts and cultural activities such as Dance (Imfene 
and Mohobelo) and Sport (Soccer). Offenders 
participated in farewell functions organised by various 
departments. They were also involved in tournament 
matches with the  Department of Health, Ingwe TVET 
college Mount Fletcher and the Mthatha Correctional 
Services Centre.

Cleaning programs annually in various schools, magistrate 
court, NGOs like Mount Fletcher Cheshire home
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES

MAYOR’S SOCIAL INVESTMENT

The Mayor’s Social Investment (MSI) is a programme that 
was initiated by ELM in 2012 to contribute towards the 
improvement of skills and education levels in the Elundini 
area. This is in line with the strategic objectives of the 
ELM as outlined in its Integrated Development Plan and 
is informed by the socio-economic challenges affecting 
ELM. These challenges include low skills and education 
levels within ELM. MSI has 04 main programmes, viz. 
Bursary Fund; Grade 12 Learner Support; Adopt a School 
and Bridge of Hope. 

MSI was established as a Section 80 Committee of the 
Municipal Structures Act No 117 of 1998 and is comprised of:
•  The Department of Education District Director or his/

her representative
•  The District Director of the Department of Social 

Development or his/her representative
•  The Business sector
•  The Councillor who chairs the committee
•  02 municipal officials

Bursary Fund

The intention of the bursary fund is to help students 
from needy backgrounds and contribute towards 
the development of scarce skills that will benefit and 
enhance economic transformation and service delivery 
in ELM. The main purpose of the bursary is to facilitate 
entry to higher education for learners who come from 
Elundini, under the Mt Fletcher District of Education, who 
are struggling financially to register for their first year. The 
bursary is also meant to increase opportunities for local 
learners to access higher education, close the gap of 
scarce skills, and improve education and skills level of the 
Elundini area. 

As a result of this initiative:
• 12 students benefitted from the MSI bursary fund
• 02 students in the field of Accounting undertook 
 in-service training for 06 months with ELM. 
• 01 student has also requested an in-service training to 

commence in 2016.

Special programmes dealing with youth development including sport development; women empowerment, people 
living with disability; HIV and AIDS; Mayor’s Social Investment.

No Name and Surname Ward Tertiary institution Qualification Academic Year
1. Khanyisa Joja 8 University of Johannesburg ND: Environmental  Sciences 3rd year
2. Pontso Portia Malotane 7 Vaal University of Technology ND: Electrical Engineering 3rd year
3. Ntaopane Mamelo 14 ICESA City campus ND: Financial Accounting 3rd Year

4. Ntaopane Dieketso 14 ICESA City Campus ND: Financial Accounting 3rd Year
5. Babalwa Maqungo 9 University of Johannesburg ND: Electrical Engineering 3rd Year
6. Nthabeleng Khonyane 10 NMMU ND:  Agricultural Management 2nd Year
7. Olwethu Mhlana 9 WSU ND Computer Sciences -
8. Uviwe Mnyukwana 2 Rhodes University Bcom Accounting 2nd Year
9. Letlala Lentsha 16 Mangosuthu University Information Technology 1st Year

10. Asiphe Magcayi 3 University Of Free State Forensic Science 2nd Year
11. Tswellang Mgijima 9 University Of The Western Cape Bsc Environmental And Water Science 1st Year
12. Shannon Van Rooyen 3 University Of Free State Business Management 1st Year
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Sidinane S.S.S branded Jojo Tanks ELM workers at Ncembu J.S.S

Adopt-a- School

The purpose of Adopt-a-School (AAS) is to assist a school 
that is adopted by ELM each year through MSI in the 
provision of resources to enable the school to address 
basic needs and necessities such as water and sanitation, 
basic renovations, school uniform for needy learners, 
staff motivation, etc. ELM conducts a needs assessment 
for the adopted school and then identifies pragmatic 
areas of intervention informed by urgency and available 
resources. The planning of priorities is done with the 
school that is adopted including all MSI stakeholders. 
There were 04 schools adopted from 2012 to 2016 and 
these schools were Sidinane S.S.S, Ncembu J.S.S, Khalatsu 
J.S.S & Umthawelanga S.S.S.
 
Sidinane Senior Secondary School

This school was the first to be adopted during the in 2012-
2013 financial year and supported with the following 
during the adoption period:
•  10 branded 5000 litre water tanks
•  Material for the revamping maintenance of females toilets 

like doors, paints, chemicals for toilets, etc. was purchased
•  Renovated school hall with 
•  Hall painting
•  Floor surfacing
•  Double door installation for 02 entrances
•  Glass window fitting and
•  Ceiling installation
•  Re-gravelled the 350 meter access road leading to the school
•  School garden equipment was purchased (watering 

cans, 10 spades, 10 fork spades, 05 rakes, 05 garden 
trowels, 05 hand forks, 02 wheel barrows and seedlings)

•  Motivation of staff 
•  Number of Uniform
• Uniform and cosmetics for 21 students

Ncembu Junior Secondary School 

This school was the second to be adopted during 
the 2013-2014 financial year and supported with the 
following during the adoption period:
• Uniform to 13 students by the Department of Social 

Development
• Building of toilets by the Department of Education
• 03 water tanks & guttering 
• Furniture (desks and chairs) for foundation students by 

the Department of Education
• Donation of old computers by ELM 
• Donation of chip boards for school laboratory by PG Bison
• Motivation of staff by ELM

Khalatsu Junior Secondary School 

This was the third school to be adopted during the 2014-
2015 financial year and supported with the following:

• 12 toilets constructed (05 for boys, 05 for girls and 02 
for educators)

•  03 water tanks and guttering 
• 35 learners received school uniform
• Provision of cosmetics and sanitary towels 
• Provision of a finance management workshop 
 to parents

UMthawelanga Senior Secondary School 

The school is currently adopted for the 2015-2016 
financial year. ELM and partners made the following 
commitments:
• Carpentry & joinery 
• Fixing of 16 doors & handles 
• Ceiling and painting 
• Window glasses
• Student and staff motivation
• Sanitary bins and towels 
• Donation of school uniform by the Department of 

social Development
• Donation of school furniture and fencing by the 

Department of Education
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Bridge of Hope (BoH)

The Bridge of Hope (BoH) is a relief programme initiated 
and led by the Mayor to respond to some of the household 
and individual cases requiring rapid response. There are 
six interventions made by BoH which benefitted more 
than 122 people. Some of these included:

• Building of toilets in partnership with Department 
 of Roads and Public Works for E T Thabane where ELM 
 provided material and the department 
 provided labour.
• In 2012 a learner from Ward 2 in Ugie received a 
 bursary to study medicine in Cuba and was supported 
 with R5000 to prepare for his journey.
• In 2014 a donation of 100 chairs was made to 
 Chebenca J.S.S in Maclear’s  Ward 17.
• In 2014 an elderly woman aged 102 years from Ward 
 17 was provided with home contents (bed & linen, 
 kitchen cupboard, couch, gas heater & cylinder, carpet, 
 dinner set, kitchen table with four chairs).
• In 2014, 20 learners from Mabandla J.S.S were provided 
 with full school uniform by ELM as part of the Back 
 to School initiative. 
• In 2015 an elderly woman from Ward 8 in Jojweni 
 Location whose home was destroyed by a fire which 
 claimed the life of her grandchild was assisted with 
 the following:
 • A permanent house was constructed 
  and temporary structure was provided as an 
  interim intervention by the Department of 
  Human Settlements. 

 • Built-in kitchen, tables and chairs, bed 
  and bedding, stove and heater were 
  purchased by ELM
 • Groceries and blankets were supplied by 
  the Department of Social Development

Grade 12 Learner Support

This initiative is intended to assist Grade 12 learners from 
disadvantaged families who seek to enroll in university 
but have no means of acquiring registration application 
fees. ELM formed a partnership with the Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University for the bulk application system 
every year and 61 Grade 12 learners were supported 
financially to apply to universities for 2015.

Builtin kitchen set for beidge of hope 
beneficiary Mrs Dlwangudlwangu

A learner from Ugie in Ward 2 was supported with R5000 to prepare 
for his journey  after receiving a bursary to study Medicine in Cuba.
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Project Sifunda Sonke:
School Debating Championships

The Elundini High Schools Debating Championship 
was a pilot programmeme developed to implement 
Project Sifunda Sonke (PSS). The championships took 
place at Ugie Municipal Hall and Maclear Town Hall. This 
programmeme was implemented with the Department 
of Education as a coordinating partner.
• 08 High schools were selected to participate in this 
 pilot programme and they were:
 • Thomas Ntaba SSS, Umthawelanga SSS, 
  Ugie High School, Tsitsana Comprehensive 
  School,  Khanya SSS, Lehana SSS, Sidinane SSS 
  and Thakabanna SSS
• 07 high schools participated due to Ugie High School 
 withdrawal from the programme
• Elundini High Schools Debating Championship results 
 were as follows:
 • 1st Place Lehana SSS(Won the big trophy)
 • 2nd Place – Thakabanna SSS
 • 3rd Place – Sidinane SSS

Elundini Winter School Programme

• Winter school project was coordinated and supported 
 by ELM in partnership with the Department of 
 Education and Universities to enhance Grade 12 
 learner results. 
• ELM supported winter school project for Ugie Centre 
 and Thomas Ntaba Centre because the 2 centres were 
 the only ones who lacked funding and resources. 
• There were 09 schools that participated in the 
 program and they were Dinizulu SSS, Samuel  
 Nombewu SSS, Sibabale SSS, Maclear High, 
 Umthawelanga SSS, Jamangile SSS, Mhlontlo SSS, 
 Tsitsana SSS and Sophonia SSS.
• ELM supported the program by purchasing DVD’s for 
 Maths, Physics, Accounting and English for the winter 
 School; paying expert teachers who were not on 
 persal system and subsidising transportation of 
 learners for two centres i.e. Thomas Ntaba and 
 Ugie centres.
• Learning and teaching content was prepared by the 
 Curriculum Advisors and expert teachers for 
 various subjects.
• On the first and second week the centres were visited 
 by University of Fort Hare and NMMU respectively to 
 distribute application forms and motivating learners.
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Career Exhibition

ELM Career Exhibition is an annual event where all 
relevant stakeholders are brought on board to embrace 
the notion of intergovernmental relations and to work 
together toensure that the event is impactful. The main 
partners of the event were ELM, Department of Education 
and the Department of Roads and Public Works. The 
career exhibition was organised at four locations namely; 
Ugie High, Umthawelanga in Maclear, Lehana Senior 
Secondary School in Mt Fletcher and Sidinane Senior 
Secondary School.
 
• 11 Schools participated in the project and they 
 included: Ugie High, Sibabale SSS, Samuel 
 Nombewu SSS. Umthawelanga SSS, Maclear High, 
 Lehana SSS, Takabana SSS, Luzi SSS. Sidinane SSS, 
 Ramafole SSS and Kotlong SSS.
• 1000 Pens, rulers, pencils and pencil cases were given 
 away during the career exhibition; 80 branded ELM 
 school bags were also given away during 
 these sessions.
• Institutions that exhibited included:
 • Walter Sisulu University, Ingwe FET College, 
  Ikhala FET College, Boston College, Capitec, 
  ELM, Department of Roads 
  and Public Works, Department of Education, 
  Department of Health, Department of Social 
  Development, and the Eastern Cape Office of 
  the Premier.

Partners Investing in Education

•  ELM in partnership with Department of Education - 
 Mt Fletcher District hosted a successful career 
 exhibition held in Ugie, Maclear and Mt Fletcher. The 
 programme targeted grade 11 learners in preparation 
 for tertiary. This career exhibition was supported by 
 other government institutions such as the Department 
 of Agriculture & Land Reform, Department of Health, 
 Department of Social Development FET colleges 
 and universities. 

These institutions also presented career choices and 
opportunities in their fields.

•  District Book Day was held at Jamangile S.S.S where 11 
 schools within Joe Gqabi participated. The Department 
 of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture (DSRAC), 
 ELM and librarians participated in this event aimed at 
 promoting the culture of reading. 
•  The Department of Economic Development, 
 Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEDEAT) in the 
 Joe Gqabi District municipal area hosted environmental 
 awards in 2012 where Nolufefe S.P.S surprised all and 
 sundry by scooping the top prize worth R20 000. The 
 school won under the theme ‘Sustainable development, 
 my commitment to future generations’. The school 
 proceeded to the provincial level where they came 
 fourth position taking home a lump sum of R25 000 in 
 the process.

Community Skilling

• 116 causal workers , interns and experiential leaners 
 gained work experience
  • 81 casual workers
  • 14 interns
  • 21 experiential learners

A career exhibition by paramedics targeting grade 11 learners in 
preparation for tertiary
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In 2012, the Council developed and adopted the Sports 
Development Strategy which gave direction and 
guidance in terms of developing sport in the area of 
ELM to ensure a coordinated and integrated approach. 
The Council also adopted a three year capital plan which 
prioritised sports-fields infrastructure development. The 
Elundini Sports Council, which was established in October 
2010, remained vibrant and functional during this term of 
the Council. This structure has been instrumental in the 
formation and mobilisation of Ward Sport Forums and 
coordination of all sport development activities including 
the Mayoral Cup.

Mayoral Cup

In February 2011, the Council launched a highly 
successful inaugural Mayoral Cup project.  The Mayoral 
Cup was launched as an annual project to promote and 
nurture sport development and talent; to profile sport 
development as one of youth development interventions. 
Five Mayoral Cup projects were implemented successfully 

wherein various sporting codes participated namely; 
soccer, netball, boxing, rugby, horse racing and athletics. 

All participating clubs from the various sporting codes 
highlighted above were supported annually with the 
following incentives:
•  Balls for all teams that participated at ward level
•  Kit sets for all clubs that have won at ward level 
•  Monetary incentives for Mayoral Cup winners, first and 

second runner-up, horse racing and athletics
•  Monetary incentive for the outstanding player of the 

tournament in each code

Before the start of the Mayoral Cup Rugby at Mayoral Cup

SPORT DEVELOPMENT
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Mayoral Cup winners

Code # 2011-2012 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016
Soccer

1 Mighty Bucks (Ward 2)
Junior Chiefs FC
(Ward 2)

Boys to Men FC (Ward 9)
Disco Eleven
(Ward 9)

2 Young Aces (Ward 7)
Boyz to Men FC 
(Ward 9)

African Defenders FC 
(Ward 3)

Rangers FC   
(Ward 6)

3 Young Angels (Ward 17)
Amajita FC
(Ward 5)

Somerville  FC
( Ward 6)

Ploma United 
(Ward 5)

Netball
1 Mt Fletcher Cheetas (Ward 9)

Eagles 
(Ward 9)

Eagles 
(Ward 9)

Eagles (Ward 9)

2 Maclear Young Stars (Ward 3)
Jazz Club  
(Ward 14)

Jazz Club  
(Ward 14)

Ugie netball stars  
(Ward 2)

3 Jazz Club (Ward 14) Sinoyolo (Ward 8) Snoyolo (Ward 8) Sinoyolo (Ward 8)
Rugby

1 Ngcele United (Ward 5) Ngcele United (Ward 5) Ngcele United (Ward 5)
Ngcele United 
(Ward 5)

2 Maclear Zebras (Ward 3) Maclear Zebras (Ward 3) Maclear Zebras (Ward 3)
Ugie crusaders
 (Ward 2)

3 Ugie Crusaders (Ward 2)
Ugie Crusaders
 (Ward 2) Ugie Crusaders (Ward 2)

Maclear Zebras 
(Ward 3)

Boxing 1
N/A N/A N/A N/A2

3
Horse 
Racing

1
N/A N/A N/A N/A2

3
Athletics 1

N/A N/A N/A N/A2
3

Mayoral Cup Participation

In the first Mayoral Cup a total of 134 teams from all sporting codes participated whilst in the second season the 
total number of teams participating grew to 180.  In the third season club participation was 179 and grew to 184 the 
following year. The last Mayoral Cup experienced the highest number of club participation. 158 individual sports-men 
and women from boxing, horse-racing and athletics participated in the first Mayoral Cup, this number dropped to 100 
participants in the second year and grew to 115 in the third year. Participation grew to 134 in the fourth year and 166 
in the last year of the out-going Council.

The table below breaks down the annual participation of clubs for each code:

Code
Number of clubs participated each year

2010-2011 2012- 2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016

Soccer 98 147 147 152 158

Netball 32 27 28 28 58

Rugby 4 6 4 4 4

Boxing 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Horse Racing N/A N/A 50 50 65

Athletics 150 100 65 84 101

TOTAL 
INDIVIDUALS
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Mayoral Cup Spin-offs

The Mayoral Cup project not only empowered clubs 
with resources and a platform to showcase talent but 
also created job opportunities to 11 youth of Elundini as 
project coordinators. These young people learnt event 
and project management skills, communication skills and 
administration skills which included procurement, filing 
and logistics.

Other Sport Development Initiatives
 
The Joe Gqabi Academy of Sports and district Department 
of Sport Recreations, Arts and Culture (DSRAC) developed 
a youth strategy to uplift sport in the district. This academy 
is a co-operative programme of the South African Sports 
Confederation and Olympics Committee (SASCOC) 
and DSRAC which aims to develop excellence in sport 
through the coordination and facilitation of services for 
athletes, coaches, officials and administrators to perform 
optimally at national and international level.

The Joe Gqabi District Municipality and DSRAC also 
played an immense role in the development of sport 
within the Elundini area. The department supported both 
schools and communities with the following:
• 01 set of handball poles for Solomzi J.S.S
• 05 set of poles for Sithana School, Maclear  and 
 Ugie Community, Ezingonyameni and 
 Mt Fletcher town;

• All netball teams were given first aid kits and 03 
 balls each at Zingonyameni Administrative Area;
• 08 punch bags for Maclear Boxing, Ugie Boxing, 
 Ngcele Boxing and Mt Fletcher Boxing;
• 01 scrimmage machine for the Maclear 
 Rugby Academy;
• 01 boxing ring for Elundini boxers, with ELM as 
 custodian of the ring;
• 05 rugby balls and first aid kits for all rugby teams;
• Cricket equipment for the Ugie Community;
• 29 Sets of volley ball score boards for 
 Mfanta J.S.S, Nolufefe J.S.S, Chebenca Primary Farm 
 School, Umthawelanga S.S.S, Ngxaza J.S.S, 
 Jamangile S.S.S, Thomas Ntaba S.S.S, ET Thabane, 
 Bethania, Tsekong, Lehana, Sithana J.S.S, 
 Elukhanyisweni S.P.S, Moroka J.S.S, Kete-Kete J.S.S, 
 Luzie Poort Primary School, ILingelethu J.P.S, 
 Mamontoeli J.S.S, Mt Fletcher Village, Magedla J.S.S, 
 Ngcele J.S.S, Ncembu J.S.S, Elunyaweni J.S.S, 
 Mhlontlo J.S.S, Solomzi J.S.S, Cambalala S.P.S, 
 Tlokweng J.P.S, Thembalethu J.P.S and Koloni S.P.S.
• Training on basic teaming with children, youth 
 and teenagers, goal keeper training, girls and 
 football, football and health, football and airplay, 
 football and the environment.

In 2012, the Joe Gqabi District Municipality hosted the 
junior schools under 17 tournament where Chebenca 
J.S.S took the top price. In the same year, the under 13 
team participated in the rugby festival hosted in East 
London.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Youth Cooperatives

Background
•  The Municipality managed to coordinate the 
 registration of ten youth cooperatives, amongst them 
 are some which are operational and others are 
 under construction.
•  Cooperatives were provided with basic training from 
 the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA).

Youth Dialogue

The Department of Social Development in partnership 
with the Ugie Youth Development Organisation (UYDO), 
hosted a youth dialogue aimed at addressing challenges 
such as alcohol and drug abuse faced by young people 

in the Ugie area. The dialogue focused on issues of 
unemployment, crime, sport, education, health, and 
alcohol and drug abuse. The event reached communities 
through the Vukani Community Radio live streamed 
broadcast. Stakeholders that formed part of the dialogue 
were ELM Councilors and officials, the Department 
of Health, SAPS, Working for Water, Community 
Development Workers (CDWs), Ugie Football Association.

Teenagers Against Drug Abuse (TADA)

•  Six coordinators were employed to coordinate 
 teenagers against drug abuse
•  A total 559 campaigns for Teenagers Against Drug 
 Abuse were conducted in schools

Youth dialogue aimed at addressing the challenges including alcohol and drug abuse by young people in 
the Ugie area
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The Council implemented the Dare to Dream performing 
arts initiative with great success in 2011 and 2012. 
This initiative was conceived as one of the strategic 
interventions towards youth development through 
enhancement of youth talent and was launched to ensure 
that youth talent is promoted, profiled, acknowledged 
and appreciated. During inaugural year in 2011, Dare to 
Dream managed to etch ELM in the hearts and minds of 
young people. 1,027 young people from 205 groups of 
ELM became an integral part of this initiative, performing 
popular genres such as gospel, hip-hop, R&B, dance, 
drama and poetry.

In its first season, Dare to Dream managed to unearth 
raw talent from Elundini Amanda Mankayi took first 
prize; Ugie Mob came second place and in third position 
Uphondo-lwendlovu. Amanda Mankayi recorded her 
debut album called “Thula ntliziyo yam” and Ugie-Mob 
recorded a self-titled album featuring their most popular 
hit song “Kumnandi kwantu”. 

In this album they also featured artists like Amanda 
Mankayi, Sliq Angel and promising upcoming artist 
Lazola Moyi who hails from Maclear. In the second season 
of Dare to Dream Nkosinathi Mankayi took the honours 
and grabbed first prize in the music category followed 
by Thando Gladile and Pinigger respectively. Nkosinathi 
Mankayi recorded a multiplatinum debut album called 
“Buyelekhaya” with a popular song “Nomvula”. Thando 
Gladile and Pinniger recorded a joint album which was 
a combination of hip-hop and opera.  In the dance 
category Ugie Pantsula won first prize with Treezy taking 
the second prize and Ndimakazi coming in third place. 

Dare to Dream not only unearthed talent but also 
contributed to local economic development through the 
creation of jobs for 113 young people employed as ward 
youth mobilisers and project coordinators.
Nkosinathi Mankayi, is now, an internationally recognised 
artist whos debut album title “Buyelekhaya” sold platinum. 

 • His song made number one in various music 
  charts in Africa including Nigeria
 • He performed throughout SA and in other 
  African  countries like Botswana & Swaziland
 • Won SABC Song of the Year in 2015, R150,000 
  in prize money and Kia Picanto car
 • Won two Music Metro Awards for Best Afro Pop 
  and Song of the Year
• In 2015, Ugie Mob signed a contract with Labo 
 Entertainment and released  a single. The group 
 was further profiled on the Soweto TV show titled 
 Kasi Vibe. 
• Hip-Hop artist Luyolo Moni (Pinniger) and opera 
 singer Mondli Thando Gladile also recorded albums 
 during the second season. 
• Winners in each category received R18,000 prize 
 money broken down as follows:
 • First prize R10,000, Second prize R5,000, Third 
  prize R3,000 respectively
• Through this initiative, the Municipality employed 
 ten vibrant undergraduate youth as project 
 coordinators for both seasons.

Local Artists Support

In addition to the Dare to Dream initiative the 
Council supported other artists who were previous 
participants in the project mainly with performance 
fees,  accommodation and transportation. The 
Council also took advantage of existing platforms 
locally, regionally and nationally such as Idols, the 
provincial DSRAC “Battle of Municipalities Gospel 
Competition”, Sondela Festival and ELM shows to 
expose and showcase the talent of these local artists. 

The artists who benefitted from these different 
platforms and initiatives were Nwabisa, Thina 
Jwara, Ugie Pantsula, Sinethemba Vika, Dikakapa 
tsa Mabenyeng,  Treezy, Uphondo-lwendlovu and 
Lazola Moyi.

Spectators attending the Dare to Dream talent search

Dare to Dream talent search
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DREAMS DO COME TRUE
THE PRIDE AND JOY OF ELUNDINI

“Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have within you the strength, the patience, and 
the passion to reach for the stars to change the world.” said Harriet Tubman whilst Henry David Thoreau had this to 
say about dreams, “If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which 
he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.” These are some of the individuals from 
Elundini who dreamed and had the passion to pursue their dreams and patience to persevere to meet with success 
unexpected in common hours. May you be inspired by these stories and keep dreaming because indeed, dreams do 
come true.

Nkosinathi Mankayi

The success of Nkosinathi “Nathi” Mankayi is 
something that the Council will forever remain 
proud of; likening his feat as that of a rose that grew 
from the concrete. Nathi is the product of the ELM 
flagship programme Dare to Dream Talent Search 
which unearthed talent beyond the imagination 
of those who came up with the idea. Dreams 
came to reality for Nathi. His achievement is a well 
documented fairy tale and he has flown the ELM flag 
beyond the South African borders. He has received 
many accolades in the short space of time which he 
has been in the music industry. His multi-platinum 
debut album won the hearts and minds of South 
Africans, scooping two awards for Best African Pop 
Album (Buyelekhaya) and Song of the Year for his hit 
song “Nomvula” at the Metro Awards. The latter was 
voted for by the public, a testament of his popularity.  
Prior to that win Nathi’s Nomvula was voted SABC’s 
Summer Song of the Year 2015/16 which had 

become an unofficial national anthem. He walked 
away with R150 000 cash and a brand-new vehicle 
from Kia. Nomvula also hit the number 1 spot in 
various charts in Africa including Nigeria and Nathi’s 
performed it throughout South Africa, Botswana 
and Swaziland. Nathi’s album featured in the TOP 20 
and TOP 50 World Music Charts in Egypt, Botswana, 
Nigeria, Namibia, Swaziland and Lesotho. In Nathi 
the story continues! Watch this space…

Nathi has bagged four nominations at the South 
African Music Awards including Male Artist of The 
Year‚ Newcomer of The Year‚ Best R& B/Soul/Reggae 
Album and Album of The Year. The event will take 
place on Saturday, 4 June.  

Vote for Nomvula as the Record of the Year. 
#SAMA22  #AMSTELROT 
Dial *120*7221# 
Press 1 and select option 11.

Nathi seen here after receiving two awards for Best African Pop Album 
(Buyelekhaya) and Song of the Year for his hit song “Nomvula” at the 
Metro Awards.

Nkosinathi Nathi Mankayi visited ELM early after winning the SABC 
Summer Song of the Year 2015/16. Seen here with ELM Mayor 
Nonkongozelo Lengs at the Municipality’s main office in Maclear.
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Phelisa Mini

Phelisa Mini a 16-year old who has done the area of 
Elundini proud by winning Miss Junior Teen Face of South 
Africa on the 25 March 2016 in Pretoria. She is the first 
Eastern Cape beauty to win the title since it started 17 
years ago. Phelisa says her plan is to enter the Miss Eastern 
SA pageant. Originally from Dengwane Village in Ward 11, 
the Grade 11 King Elliot High School pupil says that her 
win was a wonderful experience. She said “I have learnt 
so much there as I had to walk the ramp. The competition 
was tough, but exciting as everyone is proud of my 
achievement especially my friends. They are amazed that 
the person they grew up with achieved such an accolade. 
With this win I would like to reach out to people who are 
less fortunate.” Phelisa competed in other local pageants; 
Miss Matatiele in 2013 being her first. She says she would 
like to encourage youth especially from her area to take 
advantage of every opportunity. Her message to youth 
especially those from the area of Dengwane is, “Follow 
your dreams and push with all your might to get what 
you want. Where there is a will there is a way. You need to 
stand for yourself and seek help.”

Amanda Mankayi-Sidzatane

Amanda Mankayi-Sidzatane was the first season winner 
of the Dare to Dream Talent Competition beating her 
brother, singing sensation Nathi. Amanda is slowly but 
surely rocking the airwaves of national stations including 
Metro FM and UMhlobo Wenene with her single Intonga 
Yam. She is currently putting the finishing touches of her 
ten track Afro-pop/ Afro soul album which features Nathi. 
Amanda is also signed by Muthaland, the same record 
company as her brother. The album, produced by Mjakes 
and Bongani Mahlawule hit the stores at the end of May 
2016. Her single was introduced to the viewing public 
when Nathi performed a medley from ‘Nomvula’ ‘Intonga 
Yam’. It was a stellar performance.

Amanda’s manager Sipho Nyathela said that everything is 
moving according to plan. He explained, “By releasing the 
single “Intonga Yam” we wanted to create hype around 
the album so by the time the album was released people 
were familiar with Amanda. Be that as it may, Amanda 
has already proven herself by winning the Dare to Dream 
Competition beating her own brother.”
Nyathela said that their marketing drive now is to 
concentrate on the radio platform and they will follow 
suit with television. The production team is currently on 
location shooting the video for the single.
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Zenande Funani’s beauty has won her the titles of Miss 
Maclear, and Miss Elundini and Miss Summer. She has 
entered the Miss Eastern Cape beauty pageant and 
will represent the province competing with 40 other 
contestants, in the Miss Teen Commonwealth 2016 
pageant. The pageant, open to ladies aged 16 to 19, is 
a platform for young women to become charity and 
cultural ambassadors within South Africa and to the 
international community. Zenande believes that to thrive 
in the modelling industry, one needs to have self-respect, 
confidence and a genuine love for it. She also believes 
that morals and values are important qualities succed.

Zenande Funani, an 18 year-old learner at Maclear High, 
is an aspiring professional model who uses the runway 
to reach out to the less fortunate. Zenande innovatively 
started a small charity project where she handed out 
hand sanitisers in response to the water shortages 
experienced in the Elundini municipal area. The project 
focused on educating members of her local community 

on personal hygiene. “I started the project in 2016 with 
the money I had saved to buy myself a new school blazer 
and cellphone. Due to the water shortage, I saw a need 
to educate people about the prevention of germ related 
illnesses by keeping their hands clean. I targeted the less 
privileged schools as they are the most vulnerable,” 
she said.

Zenande said that she would like to use platforms that 
are available to campaign and encourage her peers 
to consider modeling. She would also reach out to the 
youth in her community, which is mostly rural, to share 
her experiences and accomplishments.  In conclusion 
she said:  “I would like to further my modeling career and 
experience by participating in as much pageants as I can. 
I have had undying support and motivation from my 
parents and I have them to thank for helping me make 
it this far”.

Zenande Funani

Maclear High student model Zenande Funani
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Ugie Mob, Luyolo Moni (Pinniger), and Mondli Thando Gladile the opera soul provider.

Nkosinathi Mankayi, is now, an internationally recognised 
artist whos debut album title “Buyelekhaya” sold platinum. 
 • His song made number one in various music 
  charts in Africa including Nigeria
 • He performed throughout SA and in other 
  African  countries like Botswana & Swaziland
 • Won SABC Song of the Year in 2015, R150,000 
  in prize money and Kia Picanto car
 • Won two Music Metro Awards for Best Afro Pop 
  and Song of the Year
• In 2015, Ugie Mob signed a contract with Labo 
 Entertainment and released  a single. The group 
 was further profiled on the Soweto TV show titled 
 Kasi Vibe. 

• Hip-Hop artist Luyolo Moni (Pinniger) and opera 
 singer Mondli Thando Gladile also recorded albums 
 during the second season. 
• Winners in each category received R18,000 prize 
 money broken down as follows:
 • First prize R10,000, Second prize R5,000, Third 
  prize R3,000 respectively
• Through this initiative, the Municipality employed 
 ten vibrant undergraduate youth as project 
 coordinators for both seasons.
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The Council developed and adopted a five year Women 
Development Strategy (2015 – 2020) which replaced the 
Gender Mainstreaming Strategy that was developed in 
2008.  This Women Development Strategy introduced 
a paradigm shift from the initial strategy. The focus was 
on the re-engineering of programmes and identification 
of opportunities for women in various sectors such as 
economy, society and leadership. 

The Council also enthusiastically invested towards 
women empowerment through projects such as the 
Kairos Moment, Phenomenal Woman, Khaba ka Difaha 
and Breaking New Grounds. Through these projects 
the Council impacted a lot of women businesses and 
individuals as follows: 
•  A total of 153 women in business participated and 
 were empowered through the Kairos Moment project 
 with technical training to enhance product quality 
 and business management skills. The project was held 
 for three years and focused on hair and beauty; fashion 
 design and culinary arts. Kairos Moment was designed 
 to be competitive and developmental at the same 
 time and as a result had three winners in each category 
 every year.
•  A total of 27 Kairos Moment winners out of 153 
 women in business were further supported with 
 prize money to grow and expand their businesses and 

 to improve business outlook.
•  A total of seven of the women in the fashion design 
 category were further supported to grow their 
 businesses to a level of a clothing manufacturing 
 cooperative. These women were registered as a 
 cooperative and have already built their portfolio by 
 designing sports-wear samples for soccer, rugby, 
 netball, athletics and horse racing. They further 
 supplied full kit sets to 17 soccer clubs, four rugby 
 clubs, 17 netball clubs, 60 athletes and 30 for 
 horse-racing. 
•  A total of 11 (four women and one community 
 project consisting of seven women) were recognised 
 as phenomenal women in business, community 
 health and social services, leadership and 
 community development.
•  A total of 14  women participated and benefitted 
 from the Khaba ka Difaha project. They received 
 technical training in product beading to enhance 
 their product quality. The top three women received 
 prize money for business growth and sustainability.

Kairos Moment project focusing on Hair and Beauty Fashion Design and Culinary Arts

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
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HIV AND AIDS
The Council entered into partnership with Home 
Community Based Care Centres (HCBCs) as the main 
strategy to fight the scourge of HIV and AIDS within 
ELM. In this partnership the Council supported 16 HCBCs 
financially to conduct education and awareness activities, 
support people living with HIV and AIDS, support orphans 
and vulnerable children and formation of support groups 
in all 17 wards of ELM.   Through the adoption of this 
robust and effective strategy, the following was achieved:

•  30,013 people were reached through education and 
 awareness programmes and door to 
 door campaigns. 
•  12,719 people were reached through education and 
 awareness events
•  13,781 people visited through door to door
•  3,513 people were reached through public 
 gatherings like funerals, taverns, etc.
•  13,247 households were reached through door to 
 door campaigns
•  3,133 orphans and vulnerable children were 
 registered on the database
•  16 support groups have been established and are 
 functional
•  2,135 OVIs were referred to relevant departments 
 for assistance
•  65 lay counsellors were trained in partnership with 
 Discovery Health
•  500 children received shoes in partnership with 
 Discovery Health
•  Debriefing and information sharing was conducted 
 for 120 HCBC members
•  Five HCBCs were assisted to register as NPOs

PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITY

The Council developed and adopted the People with 
Disability Strategy during the term and developed 
partnership with Mt Fletcher Cheshire Home and 
Siyamthanda Centre of Disabled. Through these 
partnerships the ELM achieved the following:

• 06people living with disability were trained in 
 hand work
• 24 care givers were trained, 13 from the Mt Fletcher 
 Cheshire Home and 11 from the Siyamthanda centre 
 for the Disabled.
• 05 people with destabilise were trained in the arts 
 and crafts, three in painting and two in leather craft

Furthermore, the Department of Social Development 
funded and supported 20 children with special needs 
living in Mt Fletcher Cheshire Home.
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INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN OUTREACH
Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is a strategic 
developmental plan setting out strategic and budget 
priorities. The five year plan aligns the resources and the 
capacity of a municipality to its overall development 
aims, and guides the municipality’s budget. The Council 
developed and adopted an Integrated Development 
Plan (IDP) that guided its operations in relation to 
service delivery. The IDP was drafted and reviewed 

annually with full participation by all communities and 
community structures where stakeholders were afforded 
opportunity to express their views and suggestions on 
all service delivery related matters. The Mayor led IDP 
outreach meetings that were held in all 17 wards of the 
Municipality. Issues that were raised by communities 
during these IDP outreach meetings were considered 
by the Council. Copies of IDP documents were made 
available at all municipal unit offices, libraries and
the municipal website.

GOOD GOVERNANCE, COMMUNICATION AND 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The Council has put good governance as one of its 
priorities. Tremendous strides were made in promoting 
good governance through the establishment of 
relevant structures like the Mayor’s Conversation, Public 
Participation Forum, Local Communicators Forum, Local 
Aids Council, Ward Committees, etc. Such structures and 

other community participation platforms like village-
based community meetings, IDP outreach and more. 
significantly promoted community participation in the 
affairs of the Municipality and government at large. This 
has resulted in the council enjoying good relations with 
the community.

Communities participating in IDP outreach programme at Ward 4 on the 17th November 2014
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ELM successfully held its Council meetings quarterly in 
line with its approved calendar to consider reports of the 
Executive Committee (Exco). The Council enjoyed calm 
and good cooperation among all the various political 
parties that were represented and no walk-outs were 
ever experienced during the term. The IDP together 
with the Service Delivery Budget and Implementation 
Plan (SDBIP) were tabled and approved by the Council 
annually to deliver excellent service to its people who 
remain its priority in everything that it does. 

The EXCO was able to sit monthly as per its approved 
schedule to consider reports from Section 80 
Committees. A lot of policies and by-laws have been 
adopted and promulgated by the Council to help 
make ELM a safe, healthy and a good place to do 
business. Council meetings were open to the public to 

attend and to observe the proceedings. All standing 
committees which are Section 80 Committees (Financial 
Services Committee, Community Services Committee, 
Corporate Services Committee, Infrastructure Planning 
and Development Committee, Strategic Planning and 
Economic Development Committee) were functional 
and able to sit as per their monthly schedule. All Section 
79 Committees, that is, Strategic Governance Committee; 
Municipal Public Accounts Committee; Remuneration 
Committee; Unauthorised Irregular Wasteful and Fruitless 
Expenditure; Audit Committee; Members Interest and 
Ethics; Committee and Mandate Committee were 
generally functional and were able to sit quarterly.

COUNCIL MEETINGS

Council meeting held at Ncembu Senior Secondary School during the State of the Municipality Address where 
the IDP and Budget was adopted on 20 June 2014.

Communities at a council meeting held at Ncembu Senior 
Secondary School during the State of the Municipality Address
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WARD COMMITTEES

As a means to strengthen public participation in the 
affairs and activities of the Municipality and entrench our 
democracy, the Council established Ward Committees 
in all the 17 wards. Each Ward Committee was made 
up of ten members elected by the community of the 
ward from the different categories and formations 
of the community. Ward Committee meetings were 
successfully held in all wards on a quarterly basis. ELM 
had a total of 170 Ward Committee members which 
were trained on Core Municipal Processes - NQF Level 
2 qualification. Candidates must be people with no 
criminal record. The Ward Committees were vibrant and 
their meetings were held quarterly under the leadership 
of their ward councillors. These Committees played a 
pivotal role on highlighting and raising service delivery 
challenges which in turn were discussed and cascaded 
to the Council for consideration. They also made a 
humongous contribution in disseminating information 
to communities. Ward Committee members were paid 
a stipend of R750 a month inclusive of R100 worth of 
airtime.  They were further provided with working tools 
such as cellular phones, branded jackets, t-shirts, bags, 
name tags and stationery.

VILLAGE-BASED COMMUNITY 
MEETINGS
Village-Based Community (VBC) project was the new 
Council’s pro-active initiative designed to close the social 
gap between the Municipality and communities through 
constant communication and interaction. The Council 
had, over some time, realised that the traditional practice 
of holding community meetings at central venues created 
problems and increased the social distance between 
the Council and its constituency. Another contributing 
factor was a poor public transport system which resulted 
in communities unable to travel to the central venues 
thus giving attendance privilege only to those living 
close to the venue. This approach gave impetus to ward 
councillors to interact more with their constituencies in 
all villages through quarterly meetings.

These VBC meetings contributed not only to closing the 
social gap as well as the employment and skilling of the 
young people of ELM.

As a result of this initiative a total of 176 Community 
Participation Liaison Workers (CPLWs) were employed 
from all 17 wards of the Municipality. Further spinoffs of 
this initiative included:

• Increased meaningful participation of communities in 
 the affairs of the Municipality and government 
 in general
• Informed  and empowered communities through 
 distribution of important information
• Strengthened community engagement
• Developed skills within communities through 
 on-the-job training of workers

Ward Committees members from Ward 15 with Council Speaker Mzukona Bomela
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Scope of work of the CPLWs

The CPLWs are responsible for
• Registration of the indigent households to facilitate 
 service account subsidies
• Facilitation of community meetings convened by the 
 ward councillor
• Mobilisation of women, youth and people with 
 disabilities to participate in the affairs of 
 the Municipality
• Distribution and dissemination of relevant community 
 information including the BlueSnow Newsletter 
• Mobilisation of communities to participate in IDP 
 outreach programmemes

• Development of community profile
• Conducting periodic community satisfaction survey
• Taking minutes during community meetings

By participating in this programmeme some of the CPLWs 
gained experience making them more employable. These 
CPLW were empowered to the extent that their socio-
economic status improved allowing them to became 
ambitious enough to seek greener pastures.

CPLWs in Mt Fletcher (above) and in Maclear (below)
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MAYOR’S CONVERSATIONS
The Municipality always strives to get all the communities 
and stakeholders to participate in its affairs. As a result, 
the Council employed a diversification strategy to 
reach out to key stakeholders who, due to the nature of 
their businesses, could not attend normal community 
sessions organised by the Municipality hence the Mayor’s 
Conversation project.  The Mayor convened these 
conversations with stakeholders including business, rate 
payers, traditional leaders, etc.  to allow them opportunity 
to engage the Council.  At least 27 Mayor’s Conversations 
were convened with stakeholders and issues raised 
were then considered during planning and budgeting 
processes.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION FORUM

The Council established a Public Participation Forum 
(PPF) under the leadership of the Speaker of the 
Council to share service delivery issues with all sector 
departments and other community stakeholders. PPF 
meetings were held quarterly to consider and share 
issues that were raised at ward committee meetings with 
sector departments. Sector departments would then 
provide information to empower Ward Committees with 
feedback and relevant responses for communities. PPF is 
constituted of all sector departments, all councillors, all 
Ward Committee members, traditional leaders in Council, 
CBOs, NGOs youth structures, sport Council, etc. Since the 
inception of the PPF, ten meetings were held.

Seen here are the Chiefs after the Mayor’s Conversation in May 2013
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CUSTOMER CARE
ELM established a customer care unit as a rapid response 
to improve levels of customer service. Three Customer 
Care Consultants were employed and stationed in all 
three offices of ELM. These Customer Care Consultants 
handle walk-in complaints and compliments; presidential 
hotline; anonymous tip-offs; customer satisfaction surveys; 
suggestion boxes and proof of residence. Complaints 
and compliments received are be directed to relevant 
departments for consideration and response. A Customer 
Care Management System for walk-ins is in place to assist 
ELM in recording and attending to customer complaints. 

Customer care has been fairly efficient in handling, 
processing and resolving customer complaints. Customer 
Care Consultants resolved:

• 99.9% of Presidential Hotline complaints monitored 
 by the Office of the Premier 
• 100% of Fraud and Corruption Anonymous Tip-
 offs hotline complaints monitored by an independent 
 company (Deloitte); the line allows people to 
 anonymously report all fraudulent activities they see 
 being committed by municipal officials and councillors  

• 100%  of walk-ins 
• 100% of suggestion box complaints 

Additional to the areas of success stated above the 
Customer Care Consultants issued 100% of proof of 
residence letters to customers at all times except in rare 
cases. Furthermore two Customer Satisfaction Surveys 
were conducted.

As part of the customer service improvement ELM also 
developed and adopted a Service Delivery Standard 
Charter (institutional and departmental) that provides 
basic service standards for communities. Below are some 
of the standards set out in the Charter: 

• Service providers who do business with the 
 Municipality will be paid within 30 days of them 
 issuing invoices to the Municipality.
• The telephone shall ring three times and an official 
 will answer it or an automated system will be linked to 
 answer and direct calls if the operator is busy etc.

Service Delivery Standard Charter banners, frames and 
booklets have been developed, distributed and displayed 
in municipal offices for access to the community.

The Former MEC for Local Government (Middle) and Traditional Affairs launched the first Public Participation Forum on 11 November 2011. 
(Left) Former speaker of Joe Gqabi District Municipality Bongani Salman and Elundini Mayor Nonkongozelo Ruth Lengs.
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CDWs are participatory change agents who work in 
the communities where they live and to whom they 
have answerable. They are required to help people in 
their communities improve their own lives and change 
their circumstances. To do this CDWs are expected to 
help community members to understand how they 
can participate in the plans for development in their 
communities. CDWs are expected to facilitate community 
participation in policy making and implementation as 
well as service delivery.

The report about the work of Community 
Development Workers (CDWs)

In trying to bring the communities of Elundini closer to 
the Municipality many strides have been made.
To strengthen the work of trying to be closer to 
communities, Community  
Development Workers have been integrated into 
ward structures through a signed Memorandum of 
Understanding with the provincial government.
They are to bridge the gap between the different 
departments and the communities;
but they are civil servants unlike ward committees who 
are elected and their term

is the same as that of councillors. The ward committees 
are monitored by councillors or the ward councillor in 
that area and both ward committees and CDW report 
directly to ward councillors on a quarterly basis.

ELM CDW work very hard at ward and ward councillor 
level where they identify opportunities and projects for 
young people. They have assisted the community of 
Elundini in applying for grants and other social needs 
such as ID and educations skills.  They have assisted in 
projects like the building of clinics and have also been 
part of door-door campaign in villages.

Sicelo Thupha (deceased) Nonyameko Tyhaliti, Bulelwa Melani, former assistant manager Public Participation Mr Mhlana, Keneoue Mlongoana, 
Dibuseng Hlasa, Bongani Mzaca. Back Lesang Setloboko, Luvuyo Lubanga, Buzikazi Dada, Thabo Machokoloane, Mantu Hlomela, Lehlohonolo 
Macuphe (deceased) Khayalethu Mzamane (deceased)

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WORKERS (CDWS) 
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The Council developed and adopted a communication 
strategy which gives details on how communication 
should be handled. Towards the implementation of this 
strategy a quarterly publication called the Bluesnow - 
Lehloa le bolou was developed. This publication which is 
available in three languages namely isiXhosa, English and 
Sesotho is a service delivery platform to report progress 
and challenges to communities on quarterly basis. 
Bluesnow is distributed to 176 villages of ELM and copies 
are also distributed to the municipal libraries and shops in 
the three towns of the municipality. A total of 21 issues of 
Bluesnow publications have been printed with a total of 
100 000 copies for the term under review (20 000 copies 
each year).

Additional to the Bluesnow - Lehloa le bolou quarterly 
publication the Council also adopted the Back of the 
Horizon publications. The Back of the Horizon is special 
edition that is published twice a term. The first edition 
highlights mid-term service delivery progress whilst the 
second edition documents the comprehensive service 
delivery achievements during the term of Council.  A total 
of 5600 copies are produced of for both publications. 

The Council also developed annual reports to account on 
service delivery implementation both to the public and 
Auditor-General. During this term of the Council, ELM 
attained five consecutive unqualified audit outcomes.  
Copies of the annual report are made public in all offices 
of the Municipality including libraries and on the website.

MUNICIPAL WEBSITE
The Council revamped the look and feel of the website 
and later upgraded it to be an interactive and transactional 
website which allows customers to make online 
payments, purchase electricity, submit forms, view bills 
and traffic fines, etc. The website is user friendly and now 
customers can easily access and download information. 
The Council also used the website to share important 

information and to publish all documents required by 
the legislation such as annual reports, IDPs, performance 
agreements, etc. The information that is shared online 
included vacancies, tenders, newsletters, latest news and 
upcoming events.

LOCAL COMMUNICATORS FORUM

As a means to disseminate information to the broader 
public in partnership with government departments 
and stakeholders, ELM revived the Local Communicators 
Forum (LCF). Championed by the Mayor, the LCF is 
constituted of ward councillors, government departments, 
traditional leaders, community development workers, 
ward committee secretaries and youth council. LCF was 
one of the strategic platforms used by the Council to 
share information, coordinates and organise a calendar 
of events, iron out communication challenges and 
ensure integrated implementation of government 
department programmemes.  LCF reported to the District 
Communicators Forum and those reports were escalated 
to the Provincial Local Government Communicators 
Forum (LGCF).
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Municipal Audit Performance

The Council graduated from the era of disclaimers 
to maintaining an unqualified audit opinion for five 
consecutive years. This is as a result of the formulation and 
adoption of relevant policies as well as the cooperation 
displayed by both the councillors and administrators 
in the institution. ELM fared well during this term and 
managed to: 
• Scoop 05 consecutive unqualified audit outcomes 
• Scoop 02 provincial Vuna Awards for best performance 

 in revenue collection and improved audit outcomes.
• Appoint Bigen Africa to assist in revenue collection 
 and to transfer skills to employees
• Support 9 224 households with free basic services of 
 water, electricity and waste removal
• Develop a policy which provided guidelines on 
 the assistance of households who, due to their income 
 cannot pay their service accounts and electricity.

SOUND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

ELM with one of the Vuna  awards for unqualified audits for five consecutive years. From left former MEC for Local Government and Traditional Affairs 
Mlibo Qoboshiyana, ELM Mayor Nonkongozelo Ruth Lengs and former MEC for Social Development Pemmy Majodina.
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The indigent support programmeme has come as a relief 
to Alfred Mdidimba from Polar Park who stays with his 
wife, son and a grandchild. He does not work and survives 
on the old age grant. He came to Pola Park when he got 
a site, eventually settling there in 2012. He says, “In most 
times I didn’t take notice that there was free electricity 
because I have since lost my eye sight. I only noticed after 
a month when I was informed by my niece. I feel a huge 
difference because I can save money to buy other things 
or save that money in case of difficult times.  I would like 
to thank the Municipality for this offer; I wish this will 
continue and be extended to other people.”

Tata Sipho Simon Xhafu was born and bred in Qolweni 
Village said that he has seen development in his area 
and he never thought that he would have electricity. He 
initially thought that electricity was only meant for urban 
areas. He added that it was nice that even in their Village 
they also graduated from using solar power to electricity. 
He said that he heard about the programmeme when 
municipal officials came to their area to register the 
elderly. About the electricity he said, “The free basic 
service has contributed a lot to my savings and now the 
electricity takes a month and with extra savings I buy meat 
and make my house warm. I use the electricity to play my 
radio and I don’t feel lonely. I used to buy a battery every 
time I needed to listen to the radio but they don’t last 

long. We no longer buy loads of wood for cooking as we 
now use an electric stove. As time goes I wish everyone in 
my Village will receive this relief. I want to extend a hand 
of gratitude to our Municipality for keeping us in their 
thoughts.”

Nowezile Dyhasi is a community member of Qolweni 
in the Mdeni administration area since 1975. She stays 
with her son Nkoliseko and two grandchildren, Lutho 
and Olwethu.  Her son is not working but sometimes 
receives odd jobs. The two grandchildren attend Solomzi 
Junior Secondary School. She says that firstly did not 
take notice of the free basic electricity activation until 
she paid attention to the slip. She thought that after she 
registered for indigent support that it would take a long 
time until she eventually received free electricity. This 
electricity is the best because I use the stove to cook, to 
light my rooms and play the TV and radio. People need 
to be patient and they will get free electricity. I am great 
example because I didn’t apply for it I just receive it.  The 
Municipality should continue with this plan because it 
really makes a difference in savings and people’s lives. 
Thanks a lot.”

Nomakhosazana Likhalo is one of the beneficiaries of 
the indigent support programmeme and she says that 
she only buys R10 worth of electricity and gets some 

INDIGENOUS CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE

1.  Indigent support beneficiary Alfred Mididimba from Polar Park
2.  Qolweni village Simon Xhafu another beneficiary of the Municipality’s indigent support programmeme with his 
 radio powered by electricity
3.  Qolweni Villager Nowezile Dyhasi, an indigent beneficiary

3

2

1
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electricity for free. To her, this has been a huge relief to her 
as mother with a family of four. This, in her own analysis, 
was a blessing in disguise as she never applied for this 
programmeme but was selected. Coming from Ngcele, 
she became a resident of Maclear Greenfields in 2015. 
“There was no electricity then and we had to make use 
of candles for light, but around March last year (2015) we 
started using electricity.   This free electricity has made 
my life a lot easier in terms of saving and the money I 
save makes ends meet at the end of the month,” explains 
Nomakhosazana. She concludes, “Having electricity has 
been a great change and I’m happy because even the 
rate of crime has decreased.”

The Municipality adopted an indigent support policy 
which includes an indigent support programmeme that 
provides procedures and guidelines for the subsidization 
of service charges to indigent households in its area 
of jurisdiction. The indigent support policy is also 
intended to improve the quality of life of poor people. 
The successful implementation of this policy depended 
totally on affordability and the social analysis of the area 
as incorporated in the Integrated Development Plan 
(IDP). With regard to affordability, it is stipulated that poor 
households must have access to basic services through 
tariffs that cover only the operating and maintenance 
costs. The extent of indigent assistance and support 

granted includes services such as electricity, refuse 
removal, property rates and basic energy (solar).  It should 
also be noted that water and sanitation services have 
been taken over by the District Municipality and therefore 
they are managing their own indigent support.
 
A property value approach was used in June 2014 where 
ELM wrote-off all debts on services of the properties 
below the value of R55 000 and also give these properties 
a subsidy on ELM services.  These properties are treated 
as indigents under this approach and are therefore 
subsidised. Properties with a value above R55 000 have 
to apply and the threshold approach is implemented. 
The total number of the indigents who are currently 
subsidised is 9224 (refuse removal 4202 and electricity 
and solar 5022).

Maclear 250 resident at Greenfields, Nomakhosazana Likhalo
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The Corporate Services Department Portfolio Head: 
Councillor Thlokomelo Lehata

We Have Moved!

Since the last publication we have managed to change 
quite a lot in the Municipality through our departmental 
activities. The functioning of the IT section has improved 
and the turnaround time for resolving problems has 
improved dramatically. We are able to keep our technology 
working on a daily basis at an almost 90% rate. We are 
working hard to do away with paper printing and have 
introduced paperless communication. We have reduced 
the printing of large documents quite extensively. Most 
committees have their agendas delivered electronically 
through the electronic tools of operation. We are indirectly 
contributing to the ‘save the trees’ Campaign. We have 
also taken all councillors and committee secretaries on 
training on the new modus operandi.

We continue to support councillors that are on the 
SALGA Fort Hare programmeme of study and as a result, 
councillors are able to attend these programmemes fully 
prepared. The department has seen a lot of employees, 
from senior managers to employees on the lowest level 

of the municipal organogram, undergoing training in 
order to improve their qualifications and  for others to get 
on-the-job training. We have learnerships in place, some 
of which still have two years to run and beneficiaries 
therein are receiving stipends of up to R1 500 a month. 
We remain on the top rung of the ladder in terms of how 
we deal with institutional disciplinary issues and the 
manner in which such matters are handled. 

There is considerable improvement in the committee 
section even though this section is experiencing a 
considerable challenge of staff shortage.

With the new adopted methods of distributing agendas 
and other communiqué, the committee section is able to 
meet deadlines at almost 80% rate.

We are on track in filling of vacancies and we are able to 
comply with imperatives in doing so. We also try hard to 
follow the prescripts of various legislations like the Skills 
Development Act and others. We also submit our reports 
as required. The department is stable and remains focused 
at all times. The leadership of this department remains 
dedicated. Nevertheless, the department, like any other 
corporate body, is constantly faced by challenges, some 
of which take some time to resolve. The department has 
not been able to find its footing in maintaining a secure 
institution. ELM remains vulnerable to theft of fuel and 
working equipment. The effort to keep the institution 
secured has become a tricky issue but we hope to 
overcome it in the near future.

We have not been visible in dealing with employee 
wellness matters or resolving safety matters as we 
lost our SHE Practitioner through resignation. This has 
increased workers resiliency in terms of security alerts. 
The LLF is not functioning properly and this affects our 
skills development performance in terms of legislative 
compliance. The department has had to carry the council 
work without oversight and monitoring by MPAC. Besides 
these challenges, the department has managed to forge 
ahead and carried out Council work with the dexterity 
that is required.

CORPORATE SERVICES 
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SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRESS
WARD-BASED SERVICE DELIVERY ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE PERIOD 2011 to 2015

Service Delivery Highlights 

• The building of Dalibango Junior Secondary School  
 (J.S.S.) and Wheat Lands J.S.S where one block was 
 built with five classrooms and a staffroom. 
 At Elunyaweni Junior Secondary School two blocks 
 were built with six classrooms and a library. 
 Nyibiba J.S.S extended classrooms to 
 accommodate learners
• 99% of households have VIP toilets
• The Expanded Public Works Programme has employed 160 
 contractors and 07 supervisors
• An access road from Nkalweni to Gqaqhala has been built . 
 The Phalisa-Maplotini Access Road has been built.
• Villages with completed toilets are Nkalweni, Nyibiba, 
 Mission, Drayini, Luthuthu, Mamfengwini, Maweni, Ngxoxo, 
 Lunyaweni, Trustini and Thaleni

Service Delivery Highlights

• Zakhele and Sithole Park roads have been graveled 
• Electrification of Polar Park. Street lights and electrification 
 of the area next to the hospital was done. 
• EPWP and Mass Job Creation have been successful in 
 creating permanent work opportunities for 1514 people. 
 Casuals to deal with the illegal dumping
• LED street vendors have stalls.

Education:  One child went to study medicine in Cuba courtesy 
of a Department of Health bursary. 

Service Delivery Highlights

• The ward has access to water and water-borne sanitation
• The bucket system has been fully eradicated
• Employment was created through EPWP and Mass 
 Job Creation
• High mast lights were erected in all the townships
• RDP houses and toilets have been built at ET Thabane 
 Senior Secondary School
• Construction of Ugie Truck Stop Depot, streets and 
 stormwater. Paving at old, Bokwe Street and Land Camp.

Ward Committee Secretary 
Ntombizanele Ncewula

Ward Committee Secretary 
Nomangesi Komanisi Nongeji

Ward Committee Secretary 
Julias Linda Toli

Ward 1 Councillor Fanisile William Ngayeka

Ward 3 Councillor John Msati Klass

Ward 2 Councillor Thamsanqa James Pikinini

PR Councillor Manonyana Tsoananyana

PR Councillor Dumisani David Mvumvu

PR Councillor Tshokolo John Koteli

WARD 01

WARD 03

WARD 02
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Service Delivery Highlights

• 11 households have been electrified namely Khohlo Moriti, 
 Dipini/Ephowulini (Ward 16), Endingeni, Famini, Popcorn 
 Valley, Komkhulu, Qobeni, Mcwangele, Saqhuthe, part of 
 Maclear Town, Eilands Height, Joels Hoek. A street light was 
 erected at Maclear.
• The construction of Matugulo-Tsikorong Access Road that 
 led to the building and handover of Matuguru Bridge to 
 the community.Construction of the 4.5 kilometer Platana 
 Access Road which is 95% complete and  includes two 
 bridges and box culverts
• Almost all the villages in Ward 4 have toilets with 
 Mcwangele being the only village that is still outstanding. 
 The community of Top Blocks  was provided with a few VIP 
 toilets and a borehole for temporary use.
• 60 hectares of maize has been cultivated and ploughed in 
 three different villages over three seasons.

Service Delivery Highlights

• All areas have been electrified except for a portion of 
 Nkolosana Village
• 500 RDP houses have been constructed at Ngcele 
 Ngxotho and Mqokolweni.  Sinxako is at the tender phase 
 for construction.
• Blading and re-gravelling of access roads at Ngxotho, 
 Mqokolweni and Upper Sinxako. 
 Blading of the access road at Lower Sinxako.Construction 
 of the access road at Siqhungqwini was completed. There 
 was re-construction of tar road and blading of the access 
 road at Ntywenka. Road maintenance was done 
 at Sommerville.
• Toilets have been constructed in all areas of the ward.

Service Delivery Highlights

• Phase 2 of Ntushu-Ntushu Road has been completed
• 500 RDP houseswere built in Hopedale, Mount Fletcher, 
 Mtshezi and Ntabelanga
• 20 EPWP workershave been employed in the entire ward 
• Water tanks were supplied in Mcwangele and St Augustine 
• Toilets have been constructed in the entire ward
 

Ward Committee Secretary 
Nothobani Mzwambenzi

Ward Committee Secretary 
Phakama Dlamini

Ward Committee Secretary 
Zikhona Ntaba

Ward 6 Councillor Chris 
Nkululeko Mfecane

Ward 5 Councillor Bandile Nqodi

PR Councillor Arron Mqamelo

Ward 6 PR Councillor Lehana 
Johannes Mohapi 

Ward 5 PR Councillor Grace Moni

WARD 04

WARD 06

WARD 05

Ward 4 Councillor Kgotsofaditse 
Abednigo Mgijima
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Service Delivery Highlights

• Construction of the 14 kilometer  roads from Makroqa to 
 Sophonia S.S.S . Construction of the link road from DR 0089 
 to Lower Nxaxa Village is in progress and is anticipated to 
 be complete in October 2015. All DR roads were bladed
• 175 workers and 11 supervisors were employed through 
 the EPWP. 162 workers and 7 supervisors were employed 
 through the Dladla Foundation Project 
• 02 schools were built (Lower Khohlopong S.P.S and 
 Empindweni SPS) 
• A community hall is under construction

 

Service Delivery Highlights

• 5,173 households were electrified. 3 high mast lights were 
 installed at Ketlehong, Solomzi and Enkululekweni. 
 Provision of non-grid electricity (solar power) to Mbeki and 
 Khalankomo is underway.
• VIP toilets were constructed at Ethembeni, Ketlehong, 
 Khalankomo, E. Mbeki and Enkululekweni. Provision of 
 water to Ekuthuleni and  Mbeki is currently underway
• Rehabilitation of access roads in Ilisolomzi, Katlehong, 
 Enkululekweni and internal streets in town
• Clean drinking water was provided in the following 
 locations; Mount Fletcher town, Katlehong, Tembeni, 
 Solomzi, Enkululekweni and Khalankomo.
• Mount Fletcher sport field was rehabilitated with pulsate 
 fencing, change rooms, showers, toilets, multi-purpose 
 court, ticket room and a  rubberised running track.
• Mount Fletcher Craft Centre was constructed and new taxi 
 and bus rank is under construction. 

Service Delivery Highlights

• 640 households were electrified at Umfanta, Sekoting, 
 Segoga, Jojweni and Batlokoa localities as well as 
 Thakabanna SSS. Solar systems have been installed.
• Employment of Mass Job Creation and EPWP workers.
• Construction of Thakabanna S.S.S. and internships provided 
 for Grade 12 learners.
• Construction of a pedestrian bridge from Thakabanna 
 to Mahlathini. 
• Construction of RDP houses for Jojweni and Morenang 
 communities. Temporal structures were made available for 
 disaster houses.
• Piloted the ORIO water project and springs 
 protection programme

Ward Committee Secretary 
Nozingisile Magazi

Ward Committee Secretary 
Luvuyo Ntshauzana

Ward Committee Secretary 
Nosakhile Mlobeli

Ward 9 Councillor Mzoxolo Marubelela

Ward 8 Councillor Nonceba 
Ladyfreigh Motema

PR Councillor Mamello S. Leteba

Ward 9 PR Councillor 
Thlokomelo Lehata

Ward 8 PR Councillor Ward 8 
Lonwabo Magqashela

WARD 07

WARD 09

WARD 08

Ward 7 Councillor Gwebibango Sotsu
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Service Delivery Highlights

• The Mathafeni substation was built and is ready to supply 
 all villages in the ward with electricity. This initiative created 
 08 job opportunities. 1 985 households (12 villages) were 
 electrified. Electrified households were provided with 
 energy saving globes and this created 13 job opportunities. 
• Eskom managed to change meter numbers that were 
 registered in Kwa Zulu Natal to the Eastern Cape. 
• The main pipeline from the Mount Fletcher water supply 
 dam to Zingcuka was completed and serves all villages 227 
 job opportunities were created through this initiative. 
 A spring has been protected in each village of the ward.
• 03 roads were re-graveled by the Department of Roads 
 and Public Works namely; DR 08084 DR 08076 and DR08078 
 10 job opportunities were created through this initiative.
• All gravelled access roads were bladed and 63 job 
 opportunities were created through the EPWP Programs. 8 
 kilometers of Zamuxolo Access Road was constructed and 
 33 people were employed.
• 291 job opportunities were created through the 
 abovementioned initiatives
• Construction of toilets in Sanitation(Construction toilets) 
 Mbambangwe have been completed and is  still under 
 construction in 4 other villages. Another 4 villages  were 
 identified for assistance by the ORIO water project namely; 
 Nkalweni, Mbambangwe, Slindini and Westhoek.

Service Delivery Highlights

• 1,409 households were electrified. Electricity is also being 
 installed in 548 units at Mongoloaneng. 
• The access road to Mangoloaneng East was constructed. 
 Popopo Access Road was upgraded. Blading of the access 
 road at Mahanyaneng, Kinira Poort and 
 Mangoloaneng East.
• Water tanks were installed in Mangoloaneng.
• Toilets were installed in Mahanyaneng, Ngoliloe 
 and Mangoloaneng. 
• A Paypoint was provided in Mangoloaneng.

Service Delivery Highlights

• 2 309 households were electrified. 33 households were 
 supplied with solar panels systems at Thambekeni Village.
• Partial upgrade of the DR 08074 road from Sidinane S.S.S to 
 Fairview J.S.S and the DR 08075 road to Gobho and 
 Sixhotyeni SPS. Construction of 350 meters of road from 
 T74 to Sidinane S.S.S.5 kilometers of the Mjikelweni access 
 road was approved for construction in the 2015/16 financial 
 year. The Mjikelweni Dengwane access road to Dengwane 
 J.S.S. and Mafusini road to Maluti J.S.S was constructed.
• The Department of Roads and Public Works constructed 
 the Ngaqangana Access Road from DR 08075 to 
 Ngaqangana J.S.S. This road is still under construction. 
 [DRO8078 road to Fletchervile].
• The Mtati road contractor project upgraded part of the 
 DR 08075 road from the DR08074 road to Tinana J.S.S.
• Bulk water supply was completed at Dengwane; Ward 11 
 received nine spring water protection;  8 villages were 
 approved to be supplied by ORIO.

Ward Committee Secretary 
Bulelwa Thumeka Gulukungqu

Ward Committee Thukela 
Christian Dlamini

Ward Committee Secretary 
Christabella Sindiswa Msi

Ward Councillor  Queen Lebenya

Ward 11 Councillor 
Vuyisile Victor  Majikijela

PR Councillor Vuyelwa Zililo

Ward 11 PR Councillor Lulamo Pili

WARD 10

WARD 12

WARD 11

Ward Councillor Mzukisi Eliot Tabana

PR Councillor Dumisani David Mvumvu
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Service Delivery Highlights

• The Access road from Tabase to Lower Nxotshana and 
 DR 0878 road from Lepita to Zamuxolo Police Station was 
 constructed A pedestrian bridge from Bolata to Somerset 
 Keubung village was constructed.
• VIP toilets were constructed at  at Nxotshana, Mohabatsana, 
 Ntoko, Seqhobong andKoebung.
• Shearing sheds were constructed at Kebueng and 
 Makoatlane villages and 12 people benefited from both 
 shearing sheds.
• The Dongas project benefited 45 people in the villages of 
 Phirintshu and Makoatlane.
• Mohoabatsane Hall was renovated .
• There are ploughing projects at Nxotshana,  Makoatlane 
 and  Mohoabatsane. 

Service Delivery Highlights

• 802 households were electrified in Tsekong, Makhuleng 
 and Kutloanong
• Toilets were constructed and completed in Refele, Litaung, 
 Basieng, Liphakoeng, Dinokong and Marasing
• A community hall has been provided with 50 chairs
• Access roads to Khalatsu, Tsolobeng to Tokoana have 
 been constructed 
• Access to water has been provided in Tokoana 
 and Kutluanong

Service Delivery Highlights

• Zanyeni Access Road was rehabilitated with another 
 portion constructed. A bridge was planned to be 
 completed in the current financial year. 29.2 kilometers 
 of RD 76 Road was rehabilitated. 24.26 km of DR 08647 
 was bladed together with 34.67 kilometers of DR 08078 
 road. Pedestrian crossing at Ulundi via Lenge to Lehana’s 
 Pass Bridge has been completed. 
• Toilets have been built at Satube, Lehanas Pass, Lenge and 
 Bethule. Vuvu and Nokhohloko are epecting toilets built 
 during the 2015/16 financial year.
• Spring water protection for all villages has been introduced. 
 Piloting of water harvesting projects at Nokhohlongo and 
 Zandawo was introduced. Prioritisation and supply of 
 water tanks was provided for the two villages

 Ward 13 PR Councillor L.S. Baduza

Ward Committee Secretary 
Madulang Ngaka

Ward Committee Secretary 
Nobuhle Makhele

Ward 15 Councillor Lebohang 
Christopher Booka

Ward 14 Councillor Ntombizanele Ntaopane

Ward 13 Committee Secretary 
Nthabiseng Lebenya

PR Councillor 
Mathabang Naketsana

Ward 9 PR Councillor 
Thlokomelo Lehata

WARD 13

WARD 15

WARD 14

Ward 13 Councillor Nosindabantu Mdlazi
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Service Delivery Highlights

• 1775 households were electrified at Kaladokhwe, Zwelitsha, 
 Qolweni, Taung, Nondyandya, Sihom, Bhantini, Drayini, 
 Msasangeni, Lubalweni and Zinkumbini
• Toilets were installed in all 24 villages
• Access roads were constructed and the Koloni Access 
 Road has been completed. Construction of the access road 
 to Chavy Chase has started. The access road to Kete Kete 
 under construction.
• A shearing shed was built in Magedla Village

Service Delivery Highlights

• 1 417 households were electrified at Vincent Park, 
 Greenfields, Takalane, Robbin Island and Gqaqhala
• Prentjies Road was upgraded from gravel to tar Road. 
 Robben Island and Takalane roads were gravelled. 37 
 people were employed by the Department of Roads and 
 Public Works to maintain roads and trenches. Construction 
 of the road from Gqaqhala to Nkalweni began in May 2015
• 250 RDP houses were built at Greenfields. Some of the 
 houses in Bodi were renovated.
• Toilets have been built at Mbidlana and Gqaqhala.

PR Councillor Mathabang 
Naketsana

Ward Committee Secretary 
Sonia Gebenga

Ward 17 Councillor Vuyiswa
 Nthabie Ntuthu

Ward Committee Secretary 
Ntombomzi Thwesha

PR Councillor Nontuthuzelo 
Nkalitsahana

WARD 16

WARD 17

Ward 16 Councillor Lilly Thethiso
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Traditional leader Monki Moshoeshoe

I serve the Municipality as a traditional leader and am also the coordinator 
of the traditional leaders.  I have been in the municipal Council since 2011 
when we were given an opportunity to participate.  At the beginning it 
wasn’t easy as we did not know what was expected of us but we tried 
our best. I thank the Municipality for the knowledge imparted and 
experience we got from this programme. I’ve learnt a lot during this 
time. I also serve in the House of Traditional Affairs and work hand-in-
hand with councillors for service delivery. We are one; we talk the same 
language because we have our people’s interest at heart. Although not 
everything goes according to our plans we work hand-in-hand to give 
our people something concrete at the end of the day.

Traditional leader Nceba Lulama Mabandla 

As this term ends, I am happy with the progress that has been made. A 
lot has been achieved in terms of roads, water, electricity infrastructure 
and community projects.  I take my hat off to the councillors for the 
changes in our communities.  As the next term approaches the work 
should continue.

Working in Council has helped in making a distinction between, the 
powers of traditional leaders and that of local government councillors. 
The working together of councillors and traditional leaders has also 
helped accelerate service delivery. There is also more consultation 
between the two.

Traditional leader Phumelele  Ntaba from ward 5

I serve Traditional affairs as well as the Municipality. At first I was not 
mindful that the Municipality prioritised rural development as it is done 
in urban areas by rendering high level service delivery. A case in point 
is the fact that rural areas now have taps, toilets and RDP houses. This 
was only a pipedream to rural folk. Our people were used to living in 
mud structures but now they own properly built houses thanks to the 
Municipality and the government of the day. We also have projects 
like CPLWs, forests, gardens, roads etc. On that note the crime rate has 
decreased because people are kept busy.

TRADTITIONAL LEADERS
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Traditional Leader Masetle Setloboko

Since I started serving on this Council I have worked with Councillor 
Ntaopane and the late Councillor Khorong Rabahome who passed the 
baton to Councillor Booka in my area.  We sat and planned report back 
meetings for the people on progress and service delivery issues. We 
enjoyed a cordial relationship because we addressed issues affecting the 
communities. We wanted to provide feedback and an understanding of 
municipal programmes I appreciate service delivery both in my wards 
and other wards.

As the terms comes to an end  I would like to thank the councillors for 
being true to their  jobs; making it a priority  that people are living a 
better lives. I would certainly like to thank our people for being patient 
with us and thanks to the Municipality for making sure that service 
delivery serves the people of ELM.  I hope that things remain the same 
or improve in the next term.
 
As the term ends, I am grateful for the opportunity that I was given and 
it would be great to give other chiefs an opportunity to get gain this 
experience.  It’s a great honour to have served in this Council. Although 
there was some confusion at first, thanks to ELM, the induction clarified 
what was expected of us.

Traditional leader Tsieamo Sejosengoe from Lower Tsitsana 

I have seen developments during the term including roads, electricity 
and water. In Tsitsana electrification is in progress but there are challenges 
with the supply of water. The community has not lost hope as they 
have seen other developments in other areas.  The role of councillors 
and chiefs then become apparent as community report back meetings 
became necessary.
This term in Council has been a learning experience; we as traditional 
leaders will implement what we have learnt in Council. We appreciate 
the initiative of taking meetings such State of the Municipality Address 
and Budget Speech to communities. This helps to inform communities 
of what is in the budget and what the Municipality intends to do during 
the financial year. One thing that I will teach my people, which I have 
learnt, is how budgets work and the steps to be  followed when a project 
has to be undertaken. We are now aware of municipal operations and 
we can clearly define these to our people.

Traditional leader Christopher Sibizo

When we started serving in the Council things were not easy. There was 
that sense of mistrust and we thought that our presence made things 
tense. You should bear in mind that this term was the first time that 
traditional leaders were represented in Council. To me this was a logical 
step because ward councillors also serve our people; it is the same 
constituency.
As the term ends I feel a lot has been achieved and with the ward 
councillor (Ward 11 Councilor Vuyisile Victor Majijkijela) we worked 
well together. Roads have been constructed like the Mafusini-Maplotini 
road and the Mjikelweni access road is under construction. Toilets have 
been built in Nxotshana and are also being constructed in the area of 
Tabase. I have learnt a lot from my time in Council, especially about back 
to basics and systems in government. Though change is painful we are 
implementing some of the lessons learnt to improve our work with 
communities. 
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Portia Matiwane CPLW’s in Ward 1 under Councillor Ngayeka

I have learned so many things including Integrated Development Plans and 
service delivery issues. I am quite proud of the opportunity I have been 
afforded to serve my community as in most of the requests and complaints 
that communities have put through we have witnessed results. The 
feedback says that you have done your job well, you have changed people’s 
lives and made a difference. It doesn’t matter how long it took. I feel that I 
can stand on behalf of this Municipality because I know how it works.

Winky Maseti CPLW at Ward 2 under Councillor Pikinini 

In my position it has been a learning curve in terms of interacting with 
people and my writing abilities. I have been taking minutes, following 
up on instructions writing reports. My work is always up to date and the 
experience which I have gained is priceless and bodes well for my future 
endeavours. This has been a great opportunity for me, I was unemployed 
with my Grade 12 qualification. My mother is a domestic worker and she 
was the only person earning an income but now I can bring something 
to the table . Now I have acquired skills on how to interact with people,. 
I did not dream that I would work in a municipal environment, in villages 
assisting communities.

COMMUNITY PUBLIC PARTICIPATION LIAISON WORKERS
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Buyiswa Ndinisa CPLW IN Ward 3 under councilor Councillor Klaas

I knew about this programme through my Ward Councillor when he spread 
the word to the community and I duly applied. I in 2014 and enjoy the work 
that I am doing, dealing with all types of personalities and behaviours. It 
has taught to be humbled and strong. I have also gained experience on 
human behavior and emotional intelligence. I have developed the ability to 
recognise one’s own and other people’s emotions, to differentiate feelings 
and label them appropriately, and to use emotional information to guide 
thinking and behavior. The training I have undertaken has capacitated me 
as a person. I have also learnt self-respect, self-control and how to handle 
myself around people. I now have certificates and experience which will 
open doors for me and elevate me to greener pastures.

Kamohelo Letlabika CPLW in Ward 4 under Councillor Mgijima

I have been a CPLW since 2013. I aquired skills on how to work with leaders 
and people in villages. I have learnt that to command respect within the 
community you should also show respect. Things are done step by step 
as councilors conduct IDP outreach programs to listen to the needs of the 
community so as to set plans for the next five years. I would like to thank the 
Municipality for this opportunity as I have something to fall back on.

Msimelelo Simon Mqikela CPLW in Ward 5 under Councillor Nqodi

I have learnt minute writing, report taking and how to work with people. 
I have started having a rapport with the councilor as sometimes I am the one 
that informs the community when the councilor is conducting consultative 
meetings. I have also assisted in programmes that uplift the community like 
assisting the Department of Social Development in handing out food parcels. 
I have also assisted the community in organising visits by the Department 
of Home Affairs and to locate those needing assistance in terms of IDs and 
Birth Certificates. I now know better how the Municipality works and what 
the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is. I have witnessed projects that I 
was not aware existed, being implemented by the Municipality. Some of 
those projects include those that empower women and the youth. Other 
projects include road infrastructure programmes. I would like to encourage 
those who would like to become a CPLW to take this opportunity to learn 
about how government works and to gain experience. I now feel confident 
going forward into the future.
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Nokubonga Swazi CPLW in Ward 7 under Councillor 
Gwebibango Sotsu

This has been the happiest time for me playing this role in my community. 
The cherry on the top is that I am employed because I was part of the 
unemployment statistics. I did not know that I could be so helpful in my 
community and this makes me proud. I certainly enjoy the work I am 
doing and feeling appreciated. I have learnt to be calm when working with 
people and to deal with each case on its merit. People are not the same. 
The training is something I will take away from this experience as it has 
given me something so important. I have learned how to handle things in 
a professional manner. Being a CPLW is the start of great things to come. 
I have seen how to be a leader and leading from the front and being the 
voice of the people. I thank the Municipality for this great opportunity 
because people are watching what we are doing as CPLWs.

Matsidiso Beledesi CPLW in Ward 8 under councillor Motema

I’ve been in CPLW programme since 2013. I gather that I have excelled in 
my duties of taking minutes at community meetings and informing people. 
The challenges I’ve faced include people refusing to attend meetings and 
being uncooperative. But  I always remain calm and speak politely till 
they understand.  I have learnt how to work with people and handle their 
challenges.

This programme has changed my life because I am orphaned and the whole 
family was dependent on my child support grant. But things are different 
because I earn some money through this programme to add to the grant.  
I am grateful of this opportunity as it has certainly changed my life. I wish 
that our youth would take part in this programme and develop themselves.

Nomvuyiseko Lingani CPLW in Ward 6 under Councillor Mfecane

This has been a great opportunity as I have been next to the councilor in 
meetings. I am no longer that person with stage fright, lacking confidence. 
We have also delivered newsletters that spoke about service delivery 
issues. Ward 6 was one of the areas that faced challenges in terms of service 
delivery including the conditions of the roads when it rains.  I am proud of 
being part of the improvements in our area
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Asanda Poni at Khalankomo CPLW at  Ward 9

To be a CPLW means a lot me. Since I have been here in this position I have 
seen the changes and I have been part of those changes. Although we are 
still struggling with electricity but life is getting better in terms of service 
delivery. A case in point was that my village was struggling with water but 
now life has become a lot easier. The Municipality is working hard for us in 
this ward because we did not receive feedback before but now we notice 
so many positive things and appreciate what our Municipality has done. To 
be a CPLW was initially a challenge for me but now I have learned so much. 
I am now able to deal with different people and their various challenges. 
I appreciate the opportunity given to me because now I have a certificate 
that shows I am contributing to the community at large. My certificate 
will play a part in my CV testifying that I worked for my village and the 
Municipality.

Leteba Kefuwe CPLW is Ward 10 under councilor

I consider myself a messenger of the people because I go door-to-door to 
relay message from the councilor and to record meetings.
I have learnt so many things; I used be a shy, lonely and jobless person 
but the Municipality opened this opportunity for me. I think in future I’ll 
get better opportunities because of the experience I have gained being a 
CPLW. My village has improved in terms of service delivery and since I have 
been a CPLW I have seen so many changes.

Ncomeka Ncumisa Sangweni at Ntanga village in Ward 11 under 
Councillor Majikijela

I commenced with this role from the inception of the CPLW programme. I 
am gratified and contented as I was unemployed with nothing to do. I then 
received a call that changed my situation. 
I am proud of my job as I have seen progress in my ward. People are 
responded to and their grievances are dealt with. For instance, people 
requested a site for a grave yard because the current was one was not in 
a good condition, the Municipality responded by agreeing to the request. 
We now have a new graveyard.  Toilets have been built and we have water.
I am thankful to the Municipality for this position. Things are different 
than before because I now earn some money and have gained valuable 
experience on how to work with people of different ages.
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Elsina Kenoue Motsokotsi in Ward 13 under Ward Councillor Mdlazi 
as CPLW

I have long been unemployed and this job was a major relief to me as now 
I have something tokeep me busy. I was staying at home with my Grade 
12 qualification gathering dust. The grass is now greener on the other side. 
Since I started being a CPLW I have seen many changes. The community 
raised the issue of toilets and they were duly built in most villages and 
others are in the process of being built. An access road was also built 
from from Tabase to Lower Nxotshana. I am happy to be in this position 
although it is not easy. You deal with people from different backgrounds 
and people in the community are poor. Initially they were hostile and they 
didn’t trust us because of the delays with service delivery. After some major 
developments I am enjoying my work and I am getting stronger each day, 
especially when I have to give feedback.

Parela Mpokiseng CPLW in Ward 14

I am happy with my job because now I am  a breadwinner at home. I can 
point to something that I have brought home and stand tall. My work has 
made a big difference in my life. In this position I take minutes and I make 
sure that I jot down everything as the future of my community. It gives one 
satisfaction when there is positive feedback to some of those issues in our 
meetings. I have also seen the power of  councilors to being about change.  
Other changes in terms of service delivery are that we have roads, water 
and toilets. I do believe more changes are on the way. Things are also 
communicated to the community. Changes are communicated to people 
through the CPLW.

Nomfundo Madubala CPLW in Ward 12 under councillor Lebenya.

Firstly I would like to that our Municipality for the opportunity as life wasn’t 
a bed of roses being unemployed. I am happy because I’m able to afford 
things for myself and able to help my family where I can.  I have been here 
since the programme started. I have faced some challenges in this role 
because people have different behaviors but I’m able to handle them.  The 
Batho Pele principles have guided me through some situations as some 
people are quite tenacious to understand why service delivery takes time. 
On other days it’s not easy even to tell them what I’m visiting them for  but 
I try to push till I win them over
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Nomso Neti CPLW in Ward 15 under councillor Robong

I’m working with the councillor and other village committees to attend 
meetings and negotiate on issues including  service delivery.  Since I’ve 
started I’ve seen the changes in our villages and am happy because they 
changed our lives. We have tried to ensure service delivery for a long time 
and it hasn’t been easy, but now we are happy.  I’ve experience the benefits 
of communication and how to approach and talk to people.  People can 
be difficult worse when they don’t understand and also some times they 
refuse to attend meetings, but due to my experience I am able to cope.  
As the term ends I hope that people in communities will treat the next 
leaders like they did current leaders and ensure that service delivery 
continues.

Nandipha Mahlakatha CPLWs in Ward 16

My responsibilities that I enjoyed were sitting in meetings, informing 
people about developments through our newsletter Bluesnow, collecting 
and receiving complaints. I’ve gained a lot of experience in communicating 
with people, getting their and perspectives on things, dealing with their 
challenges. This job also opened another door as I am currently the 
Community Liaison Officer for a road construction company in my village 
for a period of 3 months. Thanks to the Municipality for creating jobs for 
us. Community members are busy planting gardens and some working on 
roads. We see service delivery taking place in this ward

 Zanele Thafeni CPLW in ward 17

I’ve started in the CPLW programme in 2015. I regard myself as a messenger, 
creating a bridge between the community and the councilor.  I have seen 
that CPLWs are quiet helpful around communities. People weren’t aware of 
where to raise issues, complaints and challenges but now it’s easy because 
I am there to assist them. The programme not only capacitated me it has 
been beneficial to our communities.
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SERVICE DELIVERY IN A NUTSHELL

Road Construction and Maintenance

• 125.6  Kilometres access roads constructed
• 06 Bridges constructed 
• 12.5778 Kilometre tar road resurfaced
• 24 Kilometres of tarred roads maintained 
• 385 Kilometres of access gravel roads graded 
• 621.81 Kilometres  Length district gravel 
 roads maintained 
• 02 Sporting facilities constructed
• 14 Access roads
• 01 Sport field & 01 taxi rank under construction

Rural Household & School Electrification

• 5 893 Rural households have access to electricity 
•  587 Street lights and 03 high mast lights installed 
• 41 Overloaded electrical networks upgraded 
• 06 Schools have access to electricity
• 07 Clinics have access to electricity

Water and Sanitation

• 11 922 Households have access to water 
• 97 Villages have access to water through bore-holes, 
 spring water and spring-weirs
• 46 Schools have access to water 

Sanitation 

• 21 556 Household toilets completed 
• 11 Schools received new ablution and sanitation facilities 

Community Housing Development

• 796 Houses built & 826 houses under construction
• 03 New clinics constructed & 02 old clinics revamped 
• 03 Clinics extended and 03 renovated 

Refuse removal  

• Weekly waste collection service to urban households 
 & daily service to businesses 
• 29 Yellow skip bins for Mt Fletcher, Maclear & 
 Ugie provided 

Economic development

• More than 13 288 job opportunities created
• 04 economic infrastructure hubs established in arts, 
 craft, furniture and forestry 
• Food security projects implemented in more than 77 
 villages & farms
• 713 Hectares of land fenced for more than 11 projects
• 1 202 Households benefitted from Comprehensive 
 Rural Development and Program 
• 153 Business women empowered
• 07 Women established clothing manufacturing cooperative
• 02 Successful national performing artists produced

Social & Human Development

• 16 Home Community Based Care organisations supported
• 30 013 People were reached through HIV/AIDS 
 education and awareness
• 06 People with disability supported
• 897 Clubs and 673 athletes supported to participate 
 in Mayoral Cup
• 116 Causal workers, interns and experiential leaners 
 gained work experience
• 3 056 Birth registrations conducted
• More than 15 055 people received social grants
• 9 224 households received free basic services
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Let us note the contribution by our fallen heroes and 
heroines who passed away during the period 2011 to 
2016.
 
•  Councillor Khorong Rabohome, an ANC Councillor for 
 Ward 15 who passed away on 12 July 2015.
•  Councillor Rodney Michael Moore, a D A PR Councillor 
 who passed away on 14 December 2013.
•  Councillor Thabiso Andries Tsolo, an ANC Councillor 
 for Ward 7 who away on 03 November 2013.
•  Councillor Nontobeko Kapatile, an ANC Ward  
 Councillor for Ward 5 who passed away on 
 31 January 2013.

Name Date of Death
Mfakadolo EN 23 May 2011

Ngxangashe O 02 June 2012

Matiwane N H 23 June 2012

Thafeni L. A 21 September 2012

Sineyile J 23 September 2012

Pula T 09 October 2012

Zingelakahle N 07 January 2013

Godwana M 12 January 2013

Thembela M V 31 March 2013

Toni K B 03 April 2013

Mbombo Z 18 May 2013

Boloti N 31 August 2013

Ndatha J 15 March 2014

Mayathula B 26 April 2014

Klaas T 10 May 2014

Gamanye S 01 December 2014

Ntaba M. A 29 January 2015

Matanzima - Nqwazi T 24 April 2015

Dyantyi K S 13 November 2015

Mdunyelwa P 14 December 2015

Gqiba M E 01 March 2016

Their contribution to the emancipation of our 
communities for a better quality of life has been noticed 
and noted. We have picked their spears and are marching 
forward in the fight for total freedom and liberation.
May their souls rest in Peace.

WE BOW OUR HEADS IN SALUTE OF OUR 
HEROES AND HEROINES

Councillor Nontobeko Kapatile

Councillor Khorong Rabohome

Councillor Rodney Michael Moore

Councillor Thabiso Andries Tsolo
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